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Introduction 
The purpose in writing thi-s dissertation, is to produce a source 
of' information on rehabilitation of the upper extremity amputee, which 
can be used for teaching purposes -and for clinical r eference by the var-
ious people working with this phase of rehabilitation. The need for a 
reference, such :as the one proposed, ba.s become pronounced in t he last 
ten years. 
Until DII, (World War II) the deficiencies of the upper extremity 
prosthesis, and conse~uent rehabilitation of the upper extremity amputee, 
·~ere obscured by the fact that the number of these amputees in .any one 
section of the country was not great enough to stimulate priv.ate industry 
to engage in expensive, scientific, r esearch necessary to make an ad-
equate J,rOilt~is. The intricate motions of the hand .are almost imposs-
ible to .simulate. Consequently, little has been known about prostheses, 
physical therapy mea-sures, training •and use of the prosthesis, . whi,ch ha s 
resulted in poorly trained ·personnel. 
,world War II brought great numbers ot· upper extremity :amputees. OUr 
government, :which is dedi~ted to the task of rehabilitating every ind-
i vidl..l.a.l to normal or .as near normal as possible, could not ignore the plea 
for needed re.se·~arch in prostheses, -and as :a result, .a long and expensive 
research project, sponsored by The National Research_ Council was launched. 
Now, better prostheses . i's motivating per.sonnel to participate in "better 
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Whenever possible, the :writer has collected the technical material 
herein, :which is :resulting both directly and indirectly from the resettch 
mentioned 88rlier by personal contact. For t he past three years, the 
writer bas been privileged to be present at the Prosthetic Clinics held 
in the Regional Office of The Veterans Administration. Here, the surgeon, 
the prosthetists, the physiatrist, and the physical therapist, meet with 
the .amputees to evaluate their problems and to prescribe prostheses. At 
a later date, the amputees recieve physical therapy when indicated, and 
tr.aining in the use of their Jrostheses. The Boston Regional Office is 
one of the many d"istribl!ting outlets throughout the country for prosthetic 
devices coming out of the research project. 
During these past three years, 69 arm .amputee.s have passed through 
this clinic for evaluation, prescription, and training. - The :v'.'X'iter was 
able to talk persona:l:cy with most ot· this number about their particular 
need-s, problems, ·lllld desires, -and was lJerm.itted to make the photographs 
shown in this paper. Fifteen of these actual cases, with con."esponding 
photographS on training, are included. This dissertation has been read by 
six people who are considered -authorities on the subject of upper extr-
emity -amputees ·and their -suggestions have been well t:itken. The ~iter 
has further augmented her ·store or technical inf'orroation by: attending 
the -Annual Conference on Upper E:ttremity .:Amputees, Ke.ss~er Institute for 
Rehabilitation, 1955j numerous meetings and panel discussions that 1~ea­
tured speakers "and demonstrations on upper extremity problems in t he 
Boston area; sam the Veterans .:Administration Medical Film entit~ed, 
v 
"Upper Erlremity Case Study Unit,• 1952. 
The review of litez,ature ~ peen J.:i,mited to what has been written 
in English, ~ f'urtber limited _ by the f,act tbat the :writer .was not able 
to pr-ocure .some of the case :s·tudy units of the research program. 
Per.sonal contact with professional people .,and amputees b:a:s been limited 
to those living in tl:l.a. eastern states and principally in the vicinity of 
Boston. 
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CHAPTER I 
UPPER EXTR.EmTY AMPUTATIONS 
1. Surgery 
To fully discuss the many causes for upper extremity amputations is 
not necessary in this article. However, the subject cannot be entirely 
ignored, since the site of election and the type of prosthesis recommend-
ed, very often, depend on the cause of the amputation. 
The more common reasons for this type of surgery are: trauma, tumor, 
infection, nerve injury, peripheral vascuJ.ar disease, congenital anoma~, 
and thermal injury. All amputations are performed either by the open or 
closed method of surgery. 
Open method y 
The open method of surgery, which is known as the guillotine, con-
sists of cutting directly across the part and leaving the whole section 
exposed. It is done in two stages. Surgery of this type is usua~ pe~ 
formed following shock, infection, or severe trauma. This method is 
often used on the battlefield. Plastic repair on the stump is necessar.y be-
fore a prosthesis can be fitted. Until recent~, o~ a few specific si tea 
o£ e2ection were considered good for upper extremity amputations in view 
of function of the prostheses. With the recent developments in prosthet-
YRufus H. Aldridget "Sites of Election and Stump Pathology," The Journal 
of OADlA, (May 1951J, . PP• 4-S. 
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ics, almost any site of amputation can be supplemented by an adequate 
prosthesis. 
- . ' . ' . . . . . 
Closed method 
The closed method of amputation is performed on the upper extremity 
when circumstances are more favorable. Good healing usually results and 
complications are fewer. Skin flaps are cut in such a way that their com-
bined lengths are equal to the diameter of the ann through which the in-
cision is made. The bone end is shaped perfectly smooth and the covering y . 
is: (a) skin alone, (b) skin and fascia, (c) skin and myo-fascial flaps. 
The site of election is the most distal part of the arm that will 
per.mit adequate skin flaps to cover the end wound. Tissue resection and 
the fonnation of skin flaps vary Yd.th the site of amputation. 
2. Sites of Election 
Hands and fingers 
When considering amputation of the hand and fingers, it is important 
to save all the parts that can be used for substitution of function. 
Whenever possible, two opposing poles consisting of thumb and finger elements 
should be retained in order that the basic functions, pinch, grasp and 
hook, are not destroyed. 
Whenever amputa tiona of the meta carpels of both index and middle 
fingers are c~nsidered, it is advisable to resect them at their base so 
that the cup of the hand now fonned by the ring, little finger, and thumb, 
wrl.ll be left intact to preserve the pinch, grasp, and hook actions. 
yDonald B. Slocum, Azi ; Atlas of Amputations, c. v. Mosby Company, Saint 
Louis, 1949, PP• 6~~1, 158-159 • . 
When performing amputations of the metacarpals of the midcUe, index, 
and ring fingers, each bone should be resected so that the web drops in 
a gradual arc from the 5th finger to the thumb whidl. will make easier 
opposition of the little finger with the thumb. 
"When amputations of the metacarpals begin with the little finger, 
the zig zag arc is slanted in the opposite direction. 
The thumb is absolutely vital in pinch, important in grasp, and can 
be used as a hook. Arry portion that is lost results in a disability for 
the thumb is dependent on length, mobility, muscle power, and sensation 
for maximum ftmction. When loss is inevitable, the . surgeon should make 
every effort to reconstruct the remaining portion so that substitution 
of function can be made possible. 
- . . ' 
~at disarticulation 
A true wrist disarticulation is severance of the hand from the radius 
and ulna at the radio-ulnar joint. When the radius and ulna are removed 
at any point between the radio-ulnar joint and the styloid process, from 
the standpoint of a prosthesis, this is also considered wrist disarticula-
tion. A functional prosthesis, ~ch supplements the residuals of wrist 
disarticulation is proving this to be a more popular site of election. y 
'!he stump must be: . (a) well padded with palmer skin with a thick layer 
of fat and a normal blood supply, (b) free from pain when pronation and 
supination are performed and, (c) bony praninences well protected. 
Krukenberg pincers 
This secondary operation is lllnited to a long forearm, amputation 
1/Donald B. Slocum, op. cit., P• 153. 
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stump near the wrist. 11All the muscles and interosseous membrance are 
separated longitudinally bet·ween the radius and ulna for a short dis-
if 
tance." . The musculature is then rearranged and plastic repair applied 
. 
to the sld.n defect between the bones. Thus, a crude, natural mechanism. 
is formed 11.hich can be used for grasping and holding. Its greatest ad-
vantage is the retention of tactile sensation which is not found in a 
prosthesis. Blind amputees find this invaluable for reading Braille. A 
bilateral, blind amputee, who has a Krukenberg on one side and a biceps 
cineplasty on the other side, is able to grasp the muscle pin and insert 
it into the t'UIUlel with the Krukenberg pincers. Special appliances can 
be made for this bifid ann with which the amputee can perform light work. 
Beiow . the _· eibow . (~~) 
·When an amputation below the elbow is perfonned, as much length is 
retained as possible. Since the ann acts as a. crane for the terminal de-
vice; the natural arm is more functional than the prosthetic ann. Elec-
tions between t~e wrist and the elbow are classified as long, medium, short, y -
and very short • . Measuring from epicondyle to styloid, these levels are: 
the long amputation stump is from. eight to ten inches, the medium length 
. .. 
is from 5i to eight inches, the short stump is from 3~ to 5~ inches, and 
the very short stump is 3,! inches in length or less (plates, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
page 5). Provision for rotation in the prosthesis to supplement the na~ 
Y'George G. Deaver, M. D., Earle H. Daniel, "The Rehabilitation of the 
Amputee, 11 Archives of Physical Medicine. (October 19490.,, 3~10: 61.$-654. 
ya. Deane Aylesworth, Editor, tiwr Ex:tremity0 Prostb.etics, Manual, 1952, 
Artificial Limbs · Project, Regents of the University of California, Ios 
Angeles, Section, 5.1.1.' 
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Pl ate 1 Plate 2 
Plate 3 Plate 4 
Below-elbow, amput ation ·stumps,. Pl ates 1 and 2 , . front and side views 
of t he long t ype stump, plates 3 and 4 snow di ffer ent muscul at ure and 
sizes o£ the short tJ~e stump · 
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ural, residual pronation and supination has recently been developed. Irrr-
provement in prostheses has also made the short, belov;-elbow amputation 
stump advantageous over the above-elbow stump. The na. tural elbow can. be 
utilized. 
Above the elbow (AE) 
Amputations above the elbow should be done as conservatively as . 
. y 
possible. Elections from 90 to 50 per cent of acromion to epicondyle 
length are considered standard or long lengths and those elections fran 
50 to 30 per cent of acromion to epicondyle length are considered short, 
above-elbmv lengths (plates, 5, 6, 7, page 7). Standard lengths are suit-
able for good prosthetic function. Short lengths a.re near the ari.llary 
fold of the ann and prosthetic ±Unction is limited. 
Shoulder disarticulation 
A true shoulder disarticulation is one which the humerus has been 
. ?/ . 
completely removed at the gleno-humeral joint. . Cases ranging from the 
short, above-elbow to the interscapular-thoracic levels are considered 
. . 
shoulder disarticulation from the standpoint of prostheses, since shoulder 
motion is all that remains on the amputated side. Even shoulder motion 
is lost in the interscapular amputation. This election consists of sur-
gical removal of the upper extremity between the scapula and thoracic 
"Wall and is usually performed follovr.i.ng severe trauma, or malignant 
growths in the upper end of the humerus, scapula, or a:x:i..lla. 
i(R. Deane Aylesworth, op~ ·cit., Section, 6.1.1. 
Y,!bici., Section, 7.1. 
Plate 6 
,Plate 5 
Plate 7 
Plate 8 
Above-elbow, amputation stmnps and a biceps cineplasty. 
long typ~ stump, plate 6, a sh6rt type stump, plate 7, a 
t ype stump , and plate 8, a biceps cinepl asty on a bel 
1 
3. Cmeplasty . 
. Jl 
The first cineplasty was performed in 1896 by Dr. 
Vanghetti in Italy. The number of soldiers left vrl.thout as a re-
sult of war \'las so great, that Dr. Vanghetti conceived the id a of usmg 
the muscles of the stump to move the artificial appliance. Trte idea was 
good then and still is good but, until recently, it has not · /proved the 
working efficiency of the amputee. This has been due largely to the in-
adequacy of the prostheses. 
Smce World War II, considerable interest has been focus d on the 
cineplastic method of controlling a prosthetic appliance in t e United 
States. Many surgeons, engineers, prosthetists, physical th rapists, 
occupational therapists, and trainers who are working with, 
~esearch vrl.th this method of control, are responsible for im/ roving the 
techniques of surgery, stressing the significance of pre- and. post-op-
erative care of the muscle tunnel and, improvement of the pr lstheses. 
Cmeplasty sites for muscle motors 
Choosing the best site for a muscle motor in view of th prosthetic 
controls is a basic consideration of the surgeon. An active muscle on a 
short, amputation stump is not considered good to use for a muscle motor, 
since the length of muscle largely deter.mines the excursion bf the muscle 
motor. Also, there mey not be sufficient local skin on a sj ort . 
gEirle H• Daniel, Amputation Prosthetic Service, Vfi.lliams nd Wilkins, 
Baltimore, 1950, pp. 17-22. 
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stmnp to make a sld.n tube. 
An above-elbow amputation stump that is shorter than 50 r cent of 
the upper arm is generally not used for a muscle motor. The s te is 
chosen above the pro:x:i.mal joint. That is, if the above-elbow l tump is 
too short for ca.n.a.lization of the biceps, the pectoralis major muscle is 
chosen. It has been the practice to canalize both the triceps and biceps 
muscles for opening ~d closing the prosthe~ic band a.nc1/ or hoof • Some-
times the pectoral muscle is used for additional strength and r ontrol. 
Recent studies made w.i. th cineplasty at the University of Califr mia, ws 
. ¥ . . ~ . 
Angeles . and a.t Walter Reed General Hospital Washingtonr D. C., 
have made use of the biceps muscle alone on the below-elhow (plate S, 
page 7), amputation stump, elbow disarticulation, and long, ab e-elbow 
amputation stump to control the motions of the prosthetic hand and/or 
hook. The pectoral muscle is used for the motor on amputatio shorter 
than the long, above-elbow type. Cineplastic function describ 
in this dissertation is based on the results of these studies. 
I! the full length, biceps muscle is to be used !or a mot r, the 
skin flap is planned so that the first transverse cut will be placed 
three to 3i inches above the external. epicondyle. The base wir be placed 
toward the medial side of the body. A short, wide flap is always consid-
ered best, and the base is always placed toward the side ha I the best 
.!/R. Deane Aylesworth, op~ cit., Section, 10.0-11.5. 
g{Col. August w. Spittler M. c., Lt. Col. Maurice J. Fletcher M. s. c., 
"Technique of . CiJ:Lepla.stic . Surgerr. ~. ~ros~he~ic . App)i~ce . fc:>i . ~~ep1asty, tt 
Off print, American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Instructiqnal Course ~ 
lectures, 1953, Volume 10, J. w. Edwards, Ann Arbor, .Michigan pp.37S:394. 
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blood supply which is essential for good nouri~ent and consequent heal-
ing of the flap. 
Surgical aspects of the muscle tunnel 
When the desired level for the muscle motor is selected, the incis-
ion is placed squarely over this muscle in such a way that it vd.ll out-
line three sides of a square, each line of which is not less ~han three 
to 3~ inches. This flap is directed backward over its base, and the skin 
I is inverted as the two free sides of flap are approximated. · The outside 
I 
of the skin becomes the inside of the tube, and the subcutanej us surface 
is outside the tube. The muscle belly is pierced transversell at right 
angles to the muscle fibers and the tunnel is made 1-! inches in diameter 
throughout. The skin tube is placed through the tunnel and •t tured. 
A four inch skin graft, which has been taken from the thigh or the 
abdomen of the amputee, is applied to the skin defect created by the 
formation of the skin tube. 
The distal attachment of the biceps muscle is severed just below 
the myo-tendonous junction and then freed up to its lowest nek e supply. 
This v1.Lll permit the tunnel to have greater excursion, and to prevent 
flexion of the foreann when tension is exerted on the muscle 
If a biceps muscle on an above-elbow amputation stump is used, 
the distal transverse cut is placed two inches above the ampu:l ted bone 
and the proximal transverse cut can be as high as i inch below the 
anterior axillary fold. 
4. s'UIIIllal"Y" 
Among the many causes for upper extremity amputations, the most 
11 
common are: trauma, infection, tumor, nerve injury, peripheral vascular 
disease, and thermal injury. Amputations are performed by the open 
method of surgery and consists of cutting directly across the part, or 
the closed method, which consists of making skin flaps, the combined 
lengths of which, are equal to the diameter of the arm through Which the 
incision is made. The bone end is smoothed and covered with skin alone, 
or a combination of skin and fascia, or sldn and myo-fascial flaps. 
The hand and digits should be maintained as much as possible when 
considering amputation in order that pinch, grasp, and hook actions will 
not be lost. When amputation of the middle and index, or the middle, 
index, and ring fingers are considered, the metacarpels should be resect-
ed in such a way that they will drop in a gradual arc from the remaining 
finger or fingers to the thumb for better opposition. Amputations be-
ginning with the little finger should have the metacarpals resected in a 
zig zag arc toward the remaining finger or fingers. Every effort should 
be made to save as much of the thumb as possible. 
Elections for amputation above the elbow disarticulation are called 
standard or long, short, shoulder disarticulation, and inter-thoracic. A 
standard length stump is suitable for good prosthetic control. Prosthetic 
function of the Short, shoulder disarticulation, and inter-thoracic level 
is limited. 
The Krukenberg operation is secondary surgery perfonn.ed only on a 
long, forearm stump. It consists .of separating the two bones of the arm 
and re-arranging the musculature to make the arm bifid. It can then be 
used for grasping and is particularly useful because it retains its sense 
l2 
of touch. 
The cineplastic method consists of making a tunnel of skin v.hich is 
inserted through the muscle belly on the amputated stump. A tunnel pin 
is inserted into the tunnel and attached to the controls of the prosthet-
ic hand or hook. 
The biceps and pectoral muscles are the most commonly used muscles 
for motors of the upper extremity. The surgeon chooses the best site for 
a motor in view of prosthetic function, good skin, and blood supply. A 
skin tube is formed and thrust through the hole Which has been pierced 
transversely in the muscle belly and sutured. I.f a full length biceps 
muscle is used, the distal insertion is freed for better excursion of the 
motor. A sld.n graft is applied to the skin defect made by the formation 
of the skin tube. 
CHAPTER II 
PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR UPPER EXTREMITY AMPUTEES 
... - . . - . .. 
Approach to the amputee 
·When a patient first learns of his proposed amputation, he immed-
iately begins to think of all the things that could happen after he has 
lost this important part of his body. "Will I still be able to eam a 
living? How will my family accept me? Will people consider me a cripple? 
·Will I be the object of pity?" These, and many other questions cause him 
great amd.ety. It is now be~ reeognized that this psychic trauma goes 
along with every amputation. Both the proficiency in performing tasks, 
and the ability to accept his limitations and live within them, require a 
healthy mental attitude. This attitude is not easily acquired. It must 
be nurtured throughout the course of amputation surgery and rehabilitation 
by careful guidance and insight into his emotional background by the 
physician in charge and various rehabilitation personnel who touch his 
daily life. There is no standard treatment vbich can be set .for all am.pu-
tees. 
The physical therapist should visit the patient, whenever possible, 
be.f'ore the acheduled amput:.at:i.on and begin to prepare him. for the rehabi.l.-
itati.on measures that will be necessary after surgery. She should explain 
the importance of good body alignment and correct positioning of the stump 
while he is a bed patient as well as men he becomes ambulatory. If there 
-1:3-
are no canplications, allow h:irrt to perform the ranges of motion and stat,.. 
:i.e muscle contractions that are necessary, and explain to him its import-
ance. The therapist should be well infonn.ed on the subject of various 
prostheses, bands, hooks, and their fnnctio~s and be able to describe 
them to the amputee. Begin immediately to stress the fact that 1vith a 
prosthesis, he can perform all his daily tasks, but that nmch of his 
accomplishment 1Nill depend on his desire to be self-sufficient, his pa-
tience, ani his effort. Stress the point tha.t there 11dll be a period of 
adjustment to the new limb, during vmich time, some discomfort may be ex-
perienced as with any prosthetic appliance. Encourage him to ask ques-
tions and answer them tactfully but truthfuJJ.y. This confidence will do 
much to relieve the mental trauma caused by the e:x;r:ected amputation and 
it ·will make the job of rehabilitation an easier one. 
1. Car e of the Stump 
. . . 
Immediate post-operative physical therapy . 
A good fit and m.ax:i.mum. dexterity of the prosthesis will depend J/ 
largely on the nmscula ture of the stump and the mobility of the surronnd-
ing joints. These areas nmst be given careful attention within a short 
time after surgery. If the patient has been visited by the physical thez-
apist before surgery, he is avare of the proper positioning of the stump, 
the correct body alignment, and the initial. exercises. l!d.l.d. muscle con-
tractions and gent l e massage can be carried out, w:i.. th due precaution of 
the suture areas, vd.thin a few days after surgery. This procedure will 
~R. Deane Aylesworth, op. cit., Section B.~.4. 
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aid circulation, prevent adhesions, and reduce edema. The therapist 
should move all surrounding joints passively through the maximum range 
on the amputated side until the amputee is able to do this for himself. 
Limitation of motion of the joints that have been immobilized may be pre-
vented by these simple measures. 
A shoulder disarticulation amputee is dependent on both shoulders for 
the functioning of the prosthesis. Muscle contractions should be carried 
out on the muscles of the unaffected side, and all muscles of the amputated 
side that have not been separated and where there is no danger of disturb-
ing the suture lines. Flexion, extension, elevation, and depression of 
both shoulders should be initiated. 
Bandaging the stump for shrinki.ng 
A cylindrical shaped stump, free from excess tissue, is important for 
a good fit of the prosthesis. Experience has shown that the ~plication 
o:t a shrinking bandage to the stump over a period of time will improve the 
' shape of the stump. A bandage should not be applied until thorough healing }/ 
has taken place. - U it is correctly applied, it will prevent soft tissue 
swelling, and combined with disuse atropny: of the muscles, effective shrink-
age w.i.ll result without loss of circulatory efficiency. 
The bandage should be applied first before the amputee becomes active 
in the morning while circulatory demands are at a minimun. An Ace type of 
bandage, two to three inches in width, is generally considered the best 
type of shrinking bandage. It should be applied snugly, under tension, to 
ynonald B. Slocum, op~ . cit., P• 464. 
the entire length of the stump, making sure that the tension is lessen-
ed as the pro:x:i.mal portion of the stump is reached. It can be left on 
two to four hours and then removed. During these intervals the condition-
ing of the stump muscles can be carried out. The application of infra 
red, massage, and resistance exercise will re-establish the circulation 
and give a feeling of well being to the stump. A freshly laundered Ace 
bandage w.i.th good elasticity should be applied :Unmediately following the 
exercise. '!he cycle of bandaging, followed by removal, should be kept 
up three or four times daily until adequate shrinkage has taken place • 
.A faulty technique in bandaging can make a poorly shaped stump. 
Care must be exercised to make the first spiral around the end firm but 
not tight enough to cause the skin to dimple. A very common fault in 
technique is to make the second and third spiral tighter than the first 
spiral, thus, creating a bulbous end which is a detriment to a good fit 
of the prosthesis. 
Tecbni.gue 
Bandaging is started at the elbow o~ the below-elbow stump, and at 
the anterior deltoid of the above-elbow stump. It is then smoothed to 
y 
the end of the stump, pulled over the end, brought back to the starting 
point posteriorly, and caught w.i.th the hand. "When tV«> or three of these 
recurrent turns lui.ve been executed CNer the end, they are anchored at the 
starting point by one loose turn around the circumference of the ar.m. 
The bandage is then brought diagonally to the end of the stump where it 
!/Genevieve V. Reilly, 11P:re-prosthetic Exercises for Upper Extremity 
Amputees, u The Physical- Therapy Review, (May 1949) 31-5: l.8.3-18B. 
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is reversed to start spiralling upward. 'lhe first tum is made very firm. 
Spiralling continues proximally and oblique~ to the elbow or ann. pit 
where it is anchored above the remaining joint to prevent slipping. Some-
times, it is necessary to add an extra Ace bandage over the first one for 
greater security. A few diagonal turns over the end and back to the 
starting point will prevent the first one 'from becoming loose and slip-
ping (plates,9, 10, page 19). 
Phantom limbs 
!I 
An extensive study has been completed recently at the University 
of California Medical School on painful and non painful limbs. No con-
clusi ve reasons were ascribed to the phantom l:imb as a result of this 
study, but some interesting points were brought out. 
Painful pPa.ntom 
Those parts of the phantom, v.hich in ille were endowed with the 
greatest skill and finest sensory pick-up, appear to be felt most. These 
parts are the fingers and toes and their seat of sensory origin is in the 
cortical area of the brain. Sensations have been described as: (1) nting-
lingff of the fingers when a certain portion of the stump is touched; (2) 
11a. burning 11 sensation felt in the stump; (3) ''phantom11 limb brought on by 
weather, alcohol, wearing a prosthesis, or in some cases, may be present 
all the time. Other sensations are described as: "pressure, rr 1'gripping 
like a vise, 11 or, "pounding as with a hammer. n 10 to 20 per cent of all 
Y'Advisory Committee on Artificial Limbs, stUcti.es ·Re:u3.ting ·to Pain irl the 
Amputee_, Progress Report, Department of -Engineering, Berkeley Medical 
School, San Francisco, California, 1952, Series 11, Issue, 23, pp. 1-116. 
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amputees have to face persistent, severe, and sometimes incapacitating 
pain. In a few cases, it has been reported that the pain went away wr..en 
the prosthesis was worn. The use of an artificial limb with activity 
appears to have a beneficial rather than a detrimental effect on the 
phantom. 
Painless phantom 
Very often, the phantom limb is not painful and is felt only in 
certain positions or when called upon. The ordinary individual is not 
aware of his limbs unless some sudden movement or stimuli brings a tten-
tion to it. He has a shadowy avvareness. In the shadowy awareness of 
the amputee, he sometimes moves and feels the limb that is missing. 
This is interpreted to mean that the stump of the missing limb is having 
an abnor.mal sensation Which makes him more avmre of it than the normal 
limb. :Many of these phantom limb sensations disappear as the date of 
the amputation recedes into the past. 
2. Beneficial MOdalities 
Massage 
As healing becomes complete, heavy massage can be done to start 
conditioning the stump for handling and pressure. Light tapping can 
give way to heavy tapping. 1fovement of the tissues in the suture line 
will prevent adherence o:r the scar to the under~ structures~ prevent 
fibrosis, and reduce sensitivity of any nerve endings that may be ex-
posed. This procedure should be carried out twice daily 'liDless other-
wise specified. 
Plate 9 Plate 10 
Plate 11 Plate 1.2 
Plates 9 an.d 10, .steps in bandaging the above-elbow stump. Plate 
11, an above~elbow, unilateral amputee -with .scoliosis, plate 12, 
back extension exercise 
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Precautions 
Secondary infection in varying degrees is found in the tissues im-
mediate~ adjacent to the site of the incision for sane time after sur~ .. ,_ 
ery. Great care must be exercised ytJ.en stroking the stump not to come 
too near the region of infection, and to al~<Jeys keep the movement in the 
direction of the V-enous return. Contra-indications to massage are foll-
iculitis~ other infect~on, un~lained pain, and local areas of increas-
ed temperature in the soft t~sues. 
Infra red whirlpool and hot soaks 
Infra red is often given to the stump prior to massage and exercise 
to start peripheral. circulation, to relieve soreness and stiffness in 
the muscles, and to promote a feeling of well being. 
- -
While the stump is being conditioned, from time to time, there may 
be minor complications that can be successfully treated v-r.i th infra red, 
whirlpool, or hot soaks. 'Whirlpool and hot soal-cs should be given at a 
.. -
temperature of 105 degrees unless otherwise specified. 
Ultra violet irradiation and ion transfer 
Ultra violet irradiation and zinc oxide ion transfer are sometimes. 
effective means of healing sluggish and indolent a.ppearine lesions. 
Procaine ion transfer is often induced into slow healing suture 
areas of the stump to attempt t.o relieve pain. 
Water cooled, ultra violet irradiation in carefully controlled doses, 
is often applied to excoriations on muscle turmels for the purpose of 
healing and toughening the skin. 
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3. Conditioning d:.Iie:.stump 
Hands and fingers 
Restoration of function of the residuals of amputations about the 
hand and fingers is of the greatest importance. A crippled hand, free 
from pain, is often superior in function to a prosthetic hand. It is 
safe to assume that the surgeon has made every effort to save as much of 
the hand and finge:~:•s as po$sible. It now becomes the responsibility of 
the physical therapist and occupational therapist to restore and develop 
the residual function to a maximum. 
Static contractions of the muscles, and cautious movement of all 
joints adjacent to the amputation should be initiated \'li.thin a few days 
after surgery. "When the bandages have been removed, active movement of 
all jo.ints can be made more vigorous. ~ld infra red, gentle rrassage, 
and movement of the suture lines and tissue around bony prominences may 
aid circulation, prevent adhesions, and overcome tenderness. This vd.ll 
also accustom the patient to the use of the remaining digits or portions 
of digits. 
When sound healing has taken place, vmirlpool or paraffin bath giv-
en before exercise idll make the hand more supple for exercise. Scar 
areas and suture lines should be stretched and moved constantly. The 
value of making a fist, and strengthening opposition of residual fingers 
or portions that can be used for opposition must be emphasized. Occu-
pational therapy that requires fine movements of the hand and fingers 
should go alDng vd.th the physical therapy program. A simple prosthesis 
can be made that vd.ll give the amputee a working extremity if the hand 
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has one good digit remaining. 
Below-elbow amputation stump y 
Initial exercises for the below-elbow amputation stump can be 
increased to maximum tolerance of the amputee as soon as sound healing 
has taken place. Heavy resistance of the DeL:lrme principle should be 
carried out whenever possible. A few motions will require manual resist-
ance. A. cuff or sling made especiaily for the upper extremity amputa-
tion stump is attached to the foreann and then to a cable which has been 
run through a pUlley. With the elbow stabilized, and 1dth graduated 
weights attached to the cable, the amputee performs flexion and extension 
of the forearm. Pronation and supination may be manually resisted. Main-
taining and developing residual pronation and supination of the forearm 
stump must be emphasized. Early active exercise in pronation and supin-
ation may overcome cross union between the remaining sections of these 
twro banes. The pronator teres can be developed and trained to talce over 
the lost function of the pronator quadratus in both the long a.Iid the med-
ium amputation stump. 
It is also important that good range of motion at the humeral joint 
be maintained for good prosthetic control. limitation of flexion of the 
forearm or humeral joint will hinder, and often prevent, the m:>venent of 
the prosthesis to the mouth and chest. 
1/R. Deane Aylesvrorth, op. cit., Section, s.o-B.4. 
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' . 
Above-ell>ow amputation stump 
'Y 
When any part of the body is lost, . the center of gravity of the 
body is shifted due to the loss of weight. Consequently, the balance of 
the t wo sides of the body is upset. The weight loss is minimal in the 
belov-r-elbow amputation, but in the above-ell?ow, unilateral amputation, 
the shift of the center of gravity, plus disuse atrophy of the muscles, 
results in greater weight loss vfuich may cause a curvature of the spine 
(plate 11, page 19). Good body alignment and postural habits should be 
encouraged from the time of surgery as suggested previously. . Back and 
neck extension and abdonrlnal exercises should be added (plate 12, page 
19). The extension exercises are best performed in the prone position 
with the arms over the head. Abd~ninal exercises are performed in the 
supine position. 
Most of the biceps and triceps muscles are still intact in the long, 
above-elbow stump, and exercises to develop these two muscles can be 
accomplished by having the amputee contract the muscles strongly against 
manual resistance. Static contractions of the muscles can also be done 
several times a day. Forearm flexion is lost and, therefore, heavy re-
sistance of the Delorme tyre carmot be carried out. Internal and ex-
ternal r otation can also be manually resisted. 
All muscles o£ the ·shoulder girdle bila.terally should be exercised 
against resistance. Both shoulders are needed for effective control of 
yaenevieve V • . Reilly, op. cit., p. l.S3. 
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Plate 15 Plate 14 
Plate 15 
Resistive exercise for the following movements: Plate 15, -abduction, 
plate 14, horiaontal adduction, plate 15, serratus · anterior 
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the harness. If there is any limitation of scapula movement on the amp-
utated side, humeral flexion will also be limited. FJe:xion of the hum-
era.l joint is used for both prosthetic forea_1"!ll. flexion and prehension of 
I 
the hand or hook in the dual control system. Extension of the humeral 
joi...nt is necessary for the prosthetic elbm~ lock. The following motions 
should be performed against resistance: 
Humeral motion 
1. Flexion and extension 
2. Medial and lateral rotation 
3. Adduction and abduction (plate 13, page 24) 
Shoulder motion 
1. Elevation and depression 
2. Scapula adduction and abduction- humerus abducted to 
shoulder level (plate 14, page 24) 
3. Serrq,tus anterior (plate 15, page 24) 
Good musculature of both shoulders is extremely important in the 
short, above-elbow stump and shoulder disarticulation. Function of the 
prostheses is almost completely dependent on shoulder function. 
4. Physical Therapy for Cineplasty 
. . . 
Pre-operative 
The strength of the muscle to be used for cineplasty muscle motor 
is very important since its magnitude is in direct proportion to the di-
ameter of the muscle. The major.ity of muscles can be further develored 
by heavy resistance exercise. FuJl range of motion of the elbow and 
humeral joints is essential for good prosthetic control.· 
The following exercises are suggested if' the brachio-radialis 
muscle is to be used for a muscle motor: 
1. Flexi..on of the foreann on the eJbow with the forearm in 
pronation (resistance applied near the end of the stump) 
2. Flexion of the foreann.. on the elb.ow vci. th the forearm in 
anatomical position 
3. Pronation and supination - manual resistance 
4. Static contractions of all Iffilscles of the foreann stump 
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The following exercises are suggested if the biceps muscle is to be 
used for a muscle motor on a belov..-elbow stump: 
1. Flexion and extension of the forearm 
2. Fle::d.on and extension of the humeral joint 
3. Adduction and abduction 
4. Medial and lateral rotation 
Shoulder motion 
1. Scapula adduction and abduction - humerus abducted to 
shoulder level 
2. Elevation and depression of shoulders, bilaterally 
3. Serratus anterior 
The following exercises are suggested if the biceps muscle is to be 
used for a muscle motor on an above-elbow stump: 
T'ne amputee should perfonn. all the exercises suggested :i.nnnediately 
above for the biceps muscle on a belov.;-eJhow stump e_'[cept flexion 
and extension of the forearm, and in addition: 
1. Back a~ension - prone position 
2. Abdominal strengthening - supine pos:i tion 
The pectoralis major should be developed to a ma:x:i.mum if it is to 
be used for a IIUlScle motor. All shoulder motions should also be per-
formed. 
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Post-operative 
Post-operative physical therapy of a muscle tunnel should begin 
y 
as soon as the dressings are removed.. The biceps tendon, which was sev-
ered fran its bony attachment, contracts and slackens and the muscle 
loses tone. That is, if the biceps has been tunnelized on a below-
elbow stump. It is desirable to move this muscle at once to prevent 
shortening and consequent loss of tunnel excursion ¥idch would defeat 
the purpose of its severance. Early movement is also necessary to pre-
vent fibrous adhesions and to keep the sense of fee·l or tension stimu-
J.ated in the. muscle. vfuen the sutures have been removed, the muscle pin 
should be inserted into the tunnel (plate 16, page 2S). Part of the 
sensory end organs, which are located in the tendons and which f'lm.ction 
to signal states of tension to the central nervous system, are lost vvhen 
the tendon is severed. An external stimulus, such as exerting tension 
on the muscle pin, can be produced to signal states of tension to the 
central nervous system. The first movement of the tunnel should be a 
I 
very gentle, pain-free, stretch, best performed by the amputee. If the 
amputee is allowed to do the first stretching, he is assured that he can 
stop vmen pain is felt. This ·will encourage him to stretch the muscle 
farther and to continue as his tolerance to tension increases. This 
stretching should be carried out three times a day, to the limit of his 
tolerance, and held for about 30 seconds. 
An active contraction against resistance of the muscle pin is pez-
1/R. Deane Ayles>~rth, Editor, op. cit., Section 10.8.2. 
Plate 16 
.Plate 17 
Plate 18 
Post-operative cineplasty. Plate 16, first insertion o£ the tunnel 
P~, plate 17; active contraction against resistance, plate 18, 
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heavy resistance to over develop weak brachialis and brachio~adialis 
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formed after each stretching, and with each contraction of the biceps 
tunnel, the amputee volmtarily inhibits forearm flexion and supination 
(plate 17, page 2S). When healing is complete, more vigorous stretching 
can be carried out and more resistance applied to the musc.le pin. Bear 
in mind, that vmen the prosthesis is fitted, the tmmel is expected to 
pull a load from 30 to $0 pounds. It must be conditioned to a max:imum. 
Training should be kept up until a prosthesis is fitted. 
vn.1en the biceps tendon is severed, part of the power to flex the 
forearm is lost. The brachialis and brachio-radialis must be trained to 
take over the function of th~ biceps. Constant use, and heavy resist-
ance (plate lB, page 28), to over-develop the pmrrer of these muscles 
will overcame vreak flexion and supination. At the same time these muscles 
are preparing to take over the work of the biceps, the amputee is volun-
tarily dissociating forear.m flexion ~~th muscle tunnel action. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Care of the muscle tunnel 
The muscle tunnel should be washed with mild soap arrl ·water, or 
swabbed with hydrogen peroxide daily and dried thoroughly. This ·will 
guard agamst skin burns, tenderness , chafing, and mild excoriations that 
sometimes appear with vigorous friction against the muscle pin. A very 
soft, cotton sock, through v'li1:Lch the tunnel pin is placed before it is 
inserted into the tunnel, ·will absorb perspiration and prevent friction 
against the skin. A fresh sock should be applied daily. A soiled sock, 
or one tha t has not been washed properly can also cause tenderness. 
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5. s'UliiiiiB.X'Y 
A prospective amputee has many disturbing and often detrimental 
thoughts mile he is waiting for his surgery. "V'lhenever possible, a phy&-
ical therapist should visit the patient before the surgery and explain 
the procedures of rehabilitation in •v.hich he is expected to participate 
following his amputation. This consideration vrl.ll :instill confidence and 
help to relieve his an.."'Cieties. 
Immediate, pos~perative measures to prevent faulty posture, con-
tractures of the stump and surrounding joints are desirable for max:imum. 
da~erity of the prosthesis. Proper application of an Ace type bandage 
will aid the prevention of soft tissue mvelling and aided by disuse atro-
phy of the stump, effective shr:in.kage vdll result vmc:h will give the de-
sired shape. It should be applied before the amputee becomes active in 
the morning. It should be removed and re-applied at approximate t v10 hour 
intervals. 
Ihantom J.jm:bs often further comp]j_cate the problems of the amputee. 
The phantom can be either painful or non painful vmich may continue 
throughout the life of the amputee or disappear soon after the surgery. 
Wearing a prosthesis often causes the phantom to disappear. 
There are many beneficial modalities of physical therapy that are 
used 1.'T.Lth beneficial results in conditioning the stump. When used with 
caution, massage. will improve muscle tone, prevent scar adhesions, reduce 
sensitivity, and restore circulatory efficiency. Infra red, whirlpool, 
hot soaks, ultra violet irradiation, novacain and zinc oxide ion t ransfer 
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are often used a.s conservative measures for the heaJing of minor compli-
cations that appear on the stunp fran. time to time. Condi·t.ioning the r&-
siduals of amputations of the hand, forearm, upper arm, and shoulder is 
necessary for maximum dexterity of the prosthesis. T'.ae physical thera-
pist is responsible for giving the amputee the correct progressive r&-
sistance exercises for every nru.scle involved in prosthetic use whether 
the prescription for prosthesis is to be conventional, heavy duty, or 
cineplasty. 
Therapeutic measures for the cineplastic muscle tunnel and residuals 
of the severed biceps are important. Mild stretching and contractions 
of the tunnel with the pin inserted should begin as soon as the dress-
ings a.re removed, and increased against resistance l'd.th the tolerance of 
t he amputee. The· remaining flexor rrruscles of the forearm must be over 
developed to overcome weak flexion. Biceps action must be dissociated 
vdth forearm fle:ld..on. 
CHAPTER ni 
PROSTHESES 
1. Selection 
The Regional Office of The Veterans Administration, Boston, Mas::r-
achusetts services appro:ximately one hundred an::l fifty upper extre:nity 
amputees to five hundred lower extremity amputees. This appro:x:imal.te 
ratio is typical of upper and lmver extrEID:ity amputees all over the 
country. It is f<rtuna.te that the num.bet- of upper extremity amputees 
is fevrer for the problems of manufacturing an adequate prosthesis for 
this disability, and teaching the use of the prosthetic devices, are 
considerably more involved than the problems faced by the people serving 
the leg amputee. The recent improvements in prostheses have made the 
upper e.Artremity amputee aJmost completely independent, but not one hnnd-
red per cent efficient. HO\'EV'er, it is hoped that day is not too far 
into the future. The .m.ajn question is, which prosthesis, hand, hook, or 
accessory units 1dll be the most functional for the particular needs of 
the amputee. 
As suggested previously, the physical therapist should describe the 
functions of the various distal devices to the amputee, ho>wver., technic-
al information and advice should come mainly from the surgeon and the 
prosthetist. The final choice in every case should be made by the amp-
-32-
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utee. When the amputation stump is ready for the prosthesis, it is ideal 
to permit the amputee to come before a r ·ehabili tation team vmich is gen-
erally cornposed of surgeon, prosthetist, physical therapist, and/or occu-
pational therapist, for an evaluation of his residual function and re-
quirements in vie,,.; of his educati.on, occupation, past experiences, cap-
acity for adjustment, and desires. The surgeon should make his prescri:p-
tion recommendation to the prosthetist on the basis of what each member 
of the team has contributed to the evaluation. 
It is interesting to consider vmy one amputee chooses to vrear a 
hook vllhen another amputee chooses "00 wear a harrl.. Th.e choice of a hook 
is usually an occupational one. Heavy duty, na.nual trades, or hobbies, 
that require i'unctional reliability are better serviced by a. hook. Some 
companies make hooks in many sizes and ranges of function. The :b.and is: 
usually chosen for cosmetic appearance and light weight performance, yet 
a few amputees use a hand for heavy work, and oome use a hook for very 
light work. An interchangeable hand and hook ::Ls preferable if the ampu-
tee does a variety of activities. 
Since a bilateral amputee cannot conceal his disability, he must 
choose prosthetic appliances with which he can obtain maximu~ perfor-m-
ance, regardless of appearance, in order to obtain independence. Most 
bilaterals choose to wear two hooks, ·while some v-rea.r one hook and one 
hand. 
if 
There are ma:ny good prostheses . manufactured by large supplier type 
17'The tenn "prostheses, 11 used here, refers only to forearm, upper arm, 
and shoulder pieces. 
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companies as well a.s thooe made in local limb shops. Many of these pros-
theses have similar, vmrth-while features, and others have different 
features of advantage. Rather than to describe specific features of the 
various trade mme prostheses, in the follovr.tng pages, the v~riter vd.ll 
·}j 
eJq:Jlain generally recanunended features of the different type prostheses, . 
using the various levels of am.puta tion as the basis • 
2. Conventional Below-Elbow Prostheses 
Prostheses for vl!'ist disarticulati<m 
The prosthesis prescribed for the true wrist disarticulation or re-
moval at any point between the radio-ulnar joint and the styloid pr ocess, 
·has the same general features. Normal vrist pronation and supination is 
lBO degrees, and with this type of amputation, appro:x:i.mately 120 ~egrees 
is retained. A single wall, plastic laminate, forearm socket, which fits 
the forearm stump snugly at the distal end, so that natural pronation and 
supination rotates the socket and hence the tenninal device, is recOIIIIn-
ended. However, if the dis tal portion of the stump is snail, a double 
\'all socket is used vmich will give t he desired diameter for the socket 
at the wrist. A very flexible elbow joint, such as leather or fle:d.ble 
cable, vrill permit natural flexion and extension of the elbow and will 
not interfere vrl. th pronation and supination. A triceps pad, or half arm 
cuff is usually adequate for socket stability. Figure-eight harness for 
suspension, and single control for the terminal device are sufficient fer 
'j/R. Deane Aylesworth, oP~ .cit., Section, 5.0-5.3. 
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this level and for almost all belov~elbow prostheses. 
. . . .. 
Prostheses for the long an1putation 
Nonnal range of :pronation and supination of the long, forearm, amp-
utation stump is frcm 140 to 160 _degrees and 100 to 120 degrees is re-
tained after amputation. Since a good range of forearm motion remains in 
the stump, the same general features are reconmende~ fo r this level of 
amputation prosthesis as for the wrist disarticulation prosthesis. TI1e 
socket for this beiow-elbow arm, vmich is of the double '\'l'Cl.ll type more 
often than for the wrist disarticulation, is generally made with a ·nscrev~ 
driver" fit distally to aid pronation and supination (plate 19, page 36) • 
. . -
Prosthesis for the medium le;nsth amEutation 
Natural pronation and supination of the medium length amputation 
stump is from 100 to 140 degrees, and retained llX)tion is usually from 60 
to 100 degrees. Since a medium length amputation varies greatly in re-
sidual function, very often, the fitted socket operated by forearm prona-
tion and supination vrl.ll not suffice. l lhen this is the case, a rotation 
socket with a stump driven, step-up rotation unit added vr.ill insure full 
pronation and supination. An inner socket receives and stump and the ro-
tation unit, which is fastened to this socket, rotates inside an outer 
shell. 
The stump is usually of sufficient length to prov:id e good socket 
stability vr.i..th the aid of a triceps pad and figure-eight harness. In 
some instances, the half arm _ cuff may be used. A flerl ble or i nsert type 
hinge vr.i..ll permit pronation and supination and not restrict flexion of 
the foreann (plate 20, page 36). 
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Plate 19 Plate .20 
Plate .21 Plate .2(2 
Below-elbow prostheses. Plate 19, rotation .socket ~~th leat her inner 
socket and heavy duty leather saddle t~~e harness, plate 40, medium 
length BE prosthesis :with figure-eight ha;J:"ness, plate 21, short BE 
prosthesis showing figure-eight h.:a-ness from the rear, plate .22, .split 
socket prosthesis with step-up flexion ,and full .arm cuff 
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. . 
Prosthesis for the short amputation 
I 
Retained pronation and supination is 60 degrees or less in the short, 
belovi-elbow, amputation stump. Since the stunp driven, step-up rotation 
unit increases pronation and supination by a ratio of only 2.3 to 1, it 
does not add enough function to the residual motion to make this a pract-
ical prescription. Therefore, rotation of the terminal device of the 
short stump prosthesis is made possible by a mnual wrist rotation unit 
of which there are two types. If the stump is well shaped, a single wall, 
foreann socket with metal side or insert hinges attached to a half ann. 
cuff are generally prescribed. A double wall socket is prescribed if the 
stump has irregularities of shape and size (pl.a te 21, page 36). 
. . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
kosthesis for the· very: short amputation 
A very short, belov1-elbow·, amputation stump provides poor flexion 
for the prosthetic forear.m. Nor.mal pronation and supination are lost for 
practical purposes. A split socket type pr"osthesis (plate 22, page 36) 
is often recanmend.ed to supplement this level. It contains an inner wall 
or socket, made to fit the individual requirements of the stump, and an 
outer wall or socket of the normal length and diameter. The inner sock-
et continues proximally over the olecraneon for better stability, and is 
not attached to the outer socket except at the elbow hinges. If the nat-
ural motion can f'lex the prosthetic f'orearm. to 90 degrees, with the add-
ition of polycentric elbow hinges, the prosthetic forear.m can be flexed 
to 135 degrees.. 'lhis is called a step-up flexion unit. It is designed 
so that the greatest ·weight can be borne on the ann. after passing the 
90 degree angle. A full upper ar.m cuff is necessary for stability. If 
forearm .flexion is· weak, dual control may be advised • 
. . 
Heavy duty belov~elbowprostheses 
The heavy duty, below-elbow ann differs from the conventional arm 
in the type of harness used and the fabrication of the socket. A full 
arm cuff and above-elbow type harness provides greater stability and 
more points for weight distribution. If a plastic socket is made, more 
layers of stockinette and glass cloth are added to make the socket more 
durable than the conventional arm. Metal side joints are essential for 
stability. These pernti..t full fle..."'Cion but no pronation and supination. 
3. Above-elbow Conventional Prostheses 
Prostheses have been designed to supplement the residual fnnction 
of the elbow disarticulation, standard, or long length, short, and shoulci-
er disarticulation. Function and leverage diminishes vdth each higher 
level of amputation. Provision rrru.st be made in the prosthesis fer the 
controls of the hand or hook, rotation of the terminal device, elbow 
fnnction, and in many cases, some motion of the humeral joint. Perform-
ance depends almost entirely on prop9 r ha rnessing • 
. . . . 
Prosthesi s for the elbow disart i culation 
If the amputation is t hrough the elbow, t hrough the epicondyles, or 
just above t he epicondyles, the prosthesis for each have the ~e feat-
ures. Thi s has long b een a controversial level of upper extremit y ampu-
tation since the epicondyles create a special prosthetic problem of 
fitting. Moot prostheses designed for this level have the elbow unit set 
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lm.'l'er than the natural elbow which requires a shar-tened forearm piece 
to bring the prosthetic arm into sizing with the natural ann.. Recently, 
side locld.ng, elbow hinges have been developed vmich promises to elimin-
ate the above mentioned prosthetic problem. The elbow hinge is capable 
of great stability and can be locked at the will of the amputee. (To be 
explained later in the section on cineplasty). Harness and controls fer 
this level o~ amputation prosthesis depend on the degree of disability 
as with other above-elbow levels, although dual control and "figure-
eight harness with modifications, 11 is the terminology now generally used 
in prescription. The figure-eight pattern is modified according to the 
needs of the amputee. 
. . . . . - ... . --
Prosthesis for the standard or long amputation 
As stated earlier, a standard or long amputation stump is fror.t 50 
to 90 per cent of acrOOJion to epicondyle length. All s:tumps of 50 per 
cent length may not possess stlfficient function to operate the prosthes-
is (plates 23, 24, page 40) designed foryis level. Doubtful cases us-
ually have the Campbell Modulus Formula applied to determine if 
function is sufficient. That is, humeral length fran the axi.11a to the 
end, divided by anteriar--posterior diameter of the stump at the a.x:illa. 
L11 order to proper]¥ operate the standard prosthesis, a. modulus greater 
than l • .3,; should be f'ound. I.f a modulus less than 1.33 is foWI.d, the 
amputee is usually given a prosthesis prescription vdth features that 
YR. Deane Aylesworth, op • . ci~., Section, 6.1.1. 
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Plate 25 Plate .24 
Plate .25 
.Above-elbow prostheses. Plates 25, ~4, front and back views of the 
staP~ard or long AE prosthesis ~ith #ebbing shoulder saddle harness, 
plate 25, prosthesi:s for the -Short AE amputation stump 
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supplement r esidual function of a shat't stump. Forearm shells for all 
ab01 e-elbow prostheses can be purchased in lengths fran six to 10! 
inches if the desired specifications are given, or they may also be made 
in local limb shops. The purchased shell is fitted with a manual prep-
osition, rotation unit which serves as a dis -connect betv;een the fore-
arm socket and the terminal device and/or the accessory wrist unit., 
The eTh01tT unit, vmich is purchased separately or a.s a part of the pre-
fabricated forearm pw ce, has full lockable flerl.on and the upper ann 
portion is either made ·with a s:ingle or double wall socket dependmg on 
the size and condition of the stump. A friction turntable attached to 
the elbow unit permits the forearm to be rotated into proper position 
in front of the body. Exceptions- tD the figure-eight harness vr.i.th :mcd-
ifications and dual control may be leather or webbing s-addle harness 
and triple control. 
. . . . . - . - . . . . .. . . . . 
Prosthesis for the short above-elbow amputation 
The prosthesis for the short, above-elbow amputation (plate 25, 
page 40) is only slightly different fran the prosthesis. designed for 
the standard or long length. The upper arm piece contains a double wall 
for most cases. The inner 1."13.11 fits the stump snugly and the outer wall 
continues dmm to the elbow of the nonnal diameter and size. Both vJaD.s 
are continued higher on the deltoid to canpensate for the loss of lev-
era.ge. Elbo'l.'r lock and control system are the usual above-elbow prescrip-
tion depending on the needs and desire of the amputee. 
Prostheses for the shoulder disarticulation 
The same prosthesis is prescribed vlhen the humerus h as been remov-
ed at the acromial joint, ·when the head of t he humerus is still intact, 
and when the arm, plus the scapula, have been completely remov ed• There 
may be minor variations to fit the individual case, but by and large, 
the features are the same. There is no stwnp lever age to aid the con-
trol of the prosthesis. Shoulder function is all that remains on the 
amputated side. Prosthetic function i s limited but good cosmetic a~ 
pearance is achieved. 
The prosthesis has the usual f orearm shell, an upper arm piece and 
shoulder piece, which may be made in one piece or in sectional p lates. 
There nay be an extra hinge between t he upper arm piece and the should-. 
er socket so that the arm will svring out to permit clothing. The should-
er piece is a double wall, an.d made to fit the shoulder perfectl y. Com-
fort a..'l'ld performance depend a great deal on the fit of this portion. 
The dual type of control is used t o operate t.'l1e hand/or hook and flex-
ion of the forearm. These tvvo movements are activated by the shoulder 
shrug :instead of flerlon. Elbow lock is activated by a nudge control 
placed on the shoulder piece and operated by a nudge of the chin or by 
touch of the other hand. Harness for the shoulder disarticulation may 
have many modifications to provide good stability for the prosthesis 
and positive location points for the shrug control. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
He;s;vy duty above-elbow prostheses 
Heavy duty anas are not prescribed for the above-elbow amputation 
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very often since the above-elbow amputee s~ldan does heavy wqr-k. Heavy 
duty means that the prosthesis is made to vdthstand a great deal of 
strain, and if it is a plastic J..a:m:ip..a.te socket, it sj.mply means the 
addition of extra layers of gJass cloth and stockinette . ShouJder 
saddle type of harness would probably be prescribed to provide gr eater 
stability .. 
4. Hands, Hooks 
Hands 
An amputee looks for two things in an artificial hand. First, he 
looks for form and coloring tha. t resembles his natural hand, and second, 
he looks for a. useful grasp. 
In recent years, there has been an improvement in the appearance 
of the hand. which has a tranendous psychological effect on the amputee. 
The improvanent is a Vinyl-Resin plastic glove that resembJe s the nat'UI'-
al hand in sld.n coloring and texture. There are six Caucasian a.Tl.d six::. 
Negroid shades from which to choose. Since the desire to resanble a man 
with no disability is stronger t han the desire for functional reliabil-
ity, very often, this will be t he deciding factor in making a choice of 
a terminal device if he cannot have both a hand and a hook. 
Hands are usually made from plywood, combinations of metal and 
rubber, or an intricate system of coiJed spr:ings. Sane are made of very 
heavy steel for hard wear, and some are made of exceptionally light 
vreight material, vmich are vnrn for cosmetic effect only. These hands 
are usually covered with a brown or grey leather glove that is co.""lspio-
uous and often interferes with function of the hand. 
APRL (Army Prosthetic Iaboratocy) manufactures a hand that is of 
medium weight, has a useful grasp, and can stand fairly heavy duty. 
The plastic glove (mentioned on page 43) molds smoothly to the contours 
of the hand. There is no interference ~r.ith function. The APRL hand is 
superior to other hands but is not as functionaJJ.¥ reliable as a hook. 
This fact should be impressed upon the amputee if he cannot have both a 
hand and a hook. 11fuere this hand leaves a lot to be desired, it is the 
first really functional mnd to be made. New and better hands are being 
tested in the lab ora toties now and should be available before too long. 
Hooks 
Hooks are made of strong metal consisting of two prongs, in various 
shapes, and having plain metal or _rubber gr~sping surfaces. 
. .. ...... . .... J/ . 
Voluntary opening hands and hooks . 
Of the many types of hands and hooks, generally s:pe ald.ng, they are 
either voluntarily opened or closed. The voluntary openil1..g hands and 
hooks are opened by a voluntary movement of the shoulder. They are 
closed by tension exerted on the hook fingers by rubber bands, or with 
the aid of the other hand, or by springs in the hand. Grasp of the hook 
or hand cannot be as finely controlled with this !Uethod a s with the vol-
untary closing method. The voluntary opening hooks are either single 
load or t•-vo load. T'ne two load provides grasp by an enclosed spring 
mechanism in a case, and by a lever on the case, a three. or six pound 
. .... . 
i/R. Deane Aylesworth, op. cit., Section, 4.2. 
hook tip grasp may be selected. Ma.."'dmum grasp width is 3;i inches. 
Voluntary ciosing hands and hooks 
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The voluntary closing hook (plate 26, page 48) can be closed at 
ldil and the finger tip grasp varied from less than an otmce to a grasp 
greater than the grasp of the normal hand. The finger tip surfaces are 
rubber lined for finer grasp. The case on this hook is :cyre shaped and 
contains a three way svr.itch on the center side 'Vhich permits a 1! inch 
opening, three inch opming., and free wheeling. Free wheeling perm:i ts 
rapid opening and closing without locking. Automatic locking takes 
place at the other hro prehension levels of foree. 
The voluntary closing hand (pla-te 26, :page 48) is opera ted in the 
same manner as the voluntary closing hook. Its light weight is due to 
the fact that it is shaped fran aluminum. The coiled springs fer ;Cing-
er control are inside. The thumb has a tvro and three fourths and one 
and three fourths inch openings which must be prepositioned manually. 
'!he index and middle fi.r1gers are the only two fingers that are voluntar-
ily closed. These fingers move only at the metacarpel-phalangeal 
joints and are curved slightly to resembJe the mtural fleY...ed position 
of the fingers. The r:ing and little fingers are ductile . Thumb tip 
length is the same as the normal hand but the rest of the harrl is smaD_-
er than the nomta l hand. An artificial hand of the same size as the 
no~~l band appears to be larger than the normal hand. 
The portrait artist ·who created the 12 shades of color for the 
cosmetic glove ·says that most skin types will fall within this number. 
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Now, it is felt that the glare should be matched mere closely to the 
skin coloring of the amputee at the time of prescription. The normal harrl 
changes color with move:nent, ?Jhile the prosthetic hand remains the sane 
color which should be taken into consideration. The glove exhibits no 
change y./hen exposed to weather, oils and grease, but will react to paint 
a.nd va:mish thinners , shoe polish, ball-point ink, stains and dyes:. The 
glove also tears easily but .is easily replaced by a prosthetist. 
. . . . 
Partial hands 
Partial hands, canplete mnds, and foreal1llS are made fran Vinyl-
Resin with the same skin matching as the glove. This plastic hand has 
flexi..ble metal frames imbedded in the fingers penni tting them to be bent 
in any position desired. There. is no voluntary motion, but it is poss-
ible to perform light duties of touch and grip, such as hold a telephone 
or play cards. 
If only r:art of a hand or finger is missing, a partial replacement 
can be made which serves as opposition to the normal fingers. Function 
is limited, but it gives a more nornia.l appearance to the hand. 
A functional appliance, called a post can be made for the residuals 
of a partial hand that can take heavy duty and gives ccmfortable opposi-
tion to the renaining portions. If a thumb is missing, the remaining 
fingers are almost useless for grasp since there is no opposition for 
them. If all the fingers except the thumb are lost, the same problem ex-
ists. 
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5. Fabrication of Upper Extremity Prostheses 
Ma.terials 
Materials used in making upper extremity prostheses are mainly 
v>JOod, leather, plastic, or comb:inations of these. leather has been used 
with great success because it can be handled with ease, becomes pliable 
v~th usz, and has good resiliency against the ~cin. TI1e chief objections 
to the use of leather are: it is heavy, gives off an odor, stains the 
clothing, and sometimes chafes the skin. 1'food is not used as much as 
leather because it forms a bulky, thick shell. Many prosthetists are 
still using -rrood and leather, and the limbs are preferred by many ampu-
tees. The advantages of using plastic, or corrbina.tions of plastic and 
some ather material are so great that this material is taking the lead 
in modern limb making. Plastic can be handled in the local limb shops 
and it makes a very light weight shell that will not stain clothing, has 
no odor, cleans easily, and can be made to withstand heavy or light per-
i'ormance. The chief objection to its use is its hardness agai nst the 
skin. 
... y.;" 
Outline of steps in making a single wall plastic socket 
1. Dimensions of the stump are measured carefully and bony land-
marks indica ted 
2. A primary wrap is made fran plaster of Paris 
3. A master mold is made 
4. A check socket is made 
5. Elbow centers are located 
. . i/R. Deane Aylesvrorth, op. cit., Section, 5.0. 
* These steps are not intended as complete i.'rlstructions. 
\. 
Plate <26 
Plate 4 8 
Plate ~7 
Hand hook and controls. Plate 26, voluntary closing hand and hook, 
plate ~7, .AE figure-eight harness, plate 28, iAE leather shoulder 
saddle harness with sbrug control 
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A piece of stockinette twice too length of the check socket · 
is pulled tightly over the check socket and tied in the groove 
under the wrist uni. t. '!he other end is tied around the metal 
tube. The rEmain~ portion of stocldnette is brought back 
aver the cheek socket and tied in a sinti 1 ar manner-
If metal elbow joints are to be used, tbey are applied at this 
time 
Applications of glass cloth are added to areas tba t need re-
inforcement 
Another ptece of stockinette of the same dimensions as the 
first sheet is added and tied in the same manner 
A sheet of PolyVinyl Alccbol plastic is a.dded and one end tied 
~sin lamin~te i,s poured into the open end of the plastic bag 
and the resin is· worked down into the stockinette layers 
The socket with the plastic J.ami Mt1Cils 1s placed into an oven 
and heated at difterEI'lt temperatures for a. period ot time and 
then it is: ready tor refinishing 
Steps in the fabrication ot a double wall socket~ split socket, 
and shoulder socket are simi 1 ar to the steps in fabrication of a single 
walJ. socket.1 less time is required for the prosthetist to produce a 
plastic socket tor the amputee than. a wood or leather socket. Fewer 
t'i ttings are required for the amputee since a check socket is made. 
~~ < Harness and Control. SystEms 
'lbere is much truth in the saying, 111 prosthesis is as good as ita 
. ~ . 
harness.• As the level of a.mp.1tation becanes higher, function of the 
artificial limb depEnds more and zoore on proper harnessing. Harness 
sel"\Tes. as suspension, but its most i.mportal t function is to provide ad-
equate points for the controls of the F osthesis. Shoulder harness must 
be fitted to the amputee. It the cmven1i:ona~ method of ba:rness does 
not provide adequate controls tor the }Jl:rticuJa.~r needs of the amputee, 
a good prosthetist will. vary the metmd to suit the needs. AttaclmEilt 
' 
points tor control cables are mounted on the harness as it is made. Cable 
• 
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. retainers 1 and forearm levers are install.ed and the control apparatus 
assembled.;: 
ml.ter.t.ais . U88d tor . harness and controi . cabl-88 
The t,pes o! harness ~eel by mst prosthetists aret cloth 11ebbing1 
. . 
Vinyon tape webl>ing, elastic tape 1 1\Vlon, and leather. . Control cables 
.. 
are made o! leather and stainless l'ti.re. There are iJldividual. di!!el'-
ences in the methods o! harnessing among the dit!e.rmt prosthetists even 
when the same method is supposedl.y being used. Harness is made to give 
the best prosthetic performance by actual. wear and test.'' 
Col'lvEilt.ional 'unuaier8J. 'and. bUB.teral below-elbow "l:iamess 
As a general. ru.le, belo•elbow a.rms are suspended . !"ran. figure-
. . 
eight harness (plate 201 page 36)~; A triceps pad1 half' or full amt cut! 
-~ r 
placed above the elbow serves as anchorage !or the harness and provides 
stability tor the sockete'1 
cme inch hamess webbing is used !or the figure-eight, and is sta.rl:,. 
eel at the anterior portion o! the delto-pectoral triangle on the ampu- · 
tated side~ The webbing is ccntinued. over the shoulder, (1) across the 
back; (2) un~r tre opposite axil.la., (3) brought up in t~t, (4) o"Ver 
the shoulder to the back llhere it crosses the first strap at approx:ila-
at~ the 7th cervical vertebra~ Suttic::tent webbing is lett to pennit 
a control. attachment strap three inches !ran the crossing, and a buckle 
retainer and billet for the ccntrol. cable adjustmel'lt. An inverted Y 
suspensor strap is attached to the front support strap and the other t110 
end.a of the Yare attached to the up~r am cutf. }(a.jor load points 
with harness are shoulder amputated side, shoulder eot1nd side, ~ a:x!-
illa soUDd side•' A single control cord for the tennina.J device is aJ.l. 
that is necessary. 
Bilateral, figure-eight ham.ess is al.nDst a duplication of the uni-
lateral, figure-eight hamess. Both a:xilla loops are left out, am an 
elastic back strap is added. to prevent the contrOl cables from slipping 
up en the shoulders and to give more power to the control of the termin-
aJ. devices. 
Heavy duty below-elhow harness 
Heavy duty, 'belol'foooelbow harness is a m:>dific&tion of the abwe-
elho,.: leather saddle (plate 191 page 36) 1 or webbing saddle t .YJS • A :run 
am cuff is usually neces~ for added stability of the socket, and in-
stead of the inverted Y suspensor buckles used on the CCil"'eeltianal. type, 
medial and lateral D rings are used~ · '!he medial and l&teral loop sus-
pensors used with the above-elbow arm. are not necessary~· The webbing to 
llhich the control ~rd is attached :in back, joins the continued chest 
strap as it leaves the a:x:illa at approximate~ the 10th thoracic verte-
bra.· The saddle provides shoulder and chest expansion needed for better 
weight bearing; 
.A.bOv&-e:i.bow. 8aspeiurl.on 8nd cmtrOi 
Harness for above-elbow suspension and control is sanetjmes more 
complicated than below-elbow harness because fmctianal. mcwement s and 
socket sta.bill t7 necessarUy depEild more on harnessing.· The type of hal'-
M· ..;·,-,n tm!'lml'$~ 
~}.c;Moi of Ec.h.r::a·tion 
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ness usua.J.:cy- depends on whether dual or triple control is to be in- · 
stalled, although the trend is tomrd the use of dual contral. and fi~ 
ur&-eigbt harness w.i.th modifications (plate Z1 1 page 48)e· 
:teai:her · dUai · cemtrOi 
This hamess consists or four basic pieces: (1) shoulder saddle, 
which is made fran six to eight ounce strap leather lined with horse-
~ 'I # 
hide, (2) lateral loop suspensor, (3) chest strap of one to J.i inch 
webbing and (4) .trent elastd.c strap.~ 'lbe shoulder saddle is shaped tcJ, 
fit the shoulder region trent and back on the· amputated sidee 'The chest 
strap is attached to the saddle trent., (1) passed diagonally under the 
ax:J Jla of the opposite am, (2) across the back to the shoulder saddle 
,. 
on the amputated side. Additional pieces are the take _ up strap, elas-
tic suspensor, elbow lock billet, ard attacbnent strap~ Majer load 
points are shoulder, amputated side, and ax:Jua, sotmd sid~i 
-.' . . . . . . . .. 
Isather shoulder saddle triple ccmtrol 
The shoulder saddle for triple ccntrol harness is shaped more tri-
angular:cy- than the shoulder saddle for dual ccntrol. The insertion c£ 
shrug control in the back portion of the chest strap (plate 28, page 
48), and a . separate control for forearm nexion, distinguishes this 
- ,. 
type fran. the dnal, leather saddle, control harness;~ 
-webbing · shOUlder saddle tor dual contrO:i. 
Webbing saddl.e bam.ess contains all. the features o£ the leather 
saddle bamess except; that the saddle is made up of a series of web-
bing straps•: This consists ot a base strap which is the chest strap 
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continued over the shoulder and made of J.i inch 'Webbing. Two ewer the 
shoulder straps are attached to the chest strap llhich gives a saddle 
appearance {plates, 2.3, 24, page 40)• 
7 •- Viniumm Standard of Performance 
for Upper ·Extremity Prostheses 
When an amputee receives: his prosthesis, it should be checked for 
mechanical perfozmance by his· therapist. The following standards are 
used at UClA (University of Ca.li!onda, los Angeles). 
Below-elbow 
The tests are planned to cover the fmcticmal. characteristics of the 
prosthetic arm and the parts to be tested are, terminal device, accessor:r 
units (not~) forearm socket, arm cuff, ~ss, and control rsya.-
-- -
tea. (see plate 291 page· S7 for scales used in giving the follold.ng tests). 
~- Active foreann flexion vd.th the prosthesis should be as great 
as foream flexion without the prosthesis. 
2. 1fith the prosthesis, an amputation stump of 50 per cent length 
or more, pronation and supina. tion should be ! that of active 
foreatm pronation and supination. Amputation stumps of less than 
SO per cent length have little or no usable pronation and supin-
ation. 
3. 1ti.th the forearm flexed to 90 degrees, teminaJ. device taped 
closed, the amputee shoul.d be able to resist a farce of' at least 
three pounds before the forea.zm· begins to slip below 90 degrees. 
Force should be applied 12 inches froJa the elhow pin and the pull 
directed straight downward. 
~ The efficiency- of the control system carl be determined by 
~ the force required to open {or close) the teJ:minal 
device at two points and app¥ng the folloldng fonnula: force 
measured at the teminal device divided by- the force measured 
through the cable. (a) With the cable discomected, the meas-
uring seale is applied to the thumb of the hook1 in the halr 
open position or the cable of the ha.nd1 am the force is read 
- · 
as the hook or hand is opened (or closed). (b) Reconnect the 
cable to the terminal. dmce. Apply scale to the 1\-bar of the 
control cable and again read the force. The efficiency should 
be greater than 70 per cent. 
s.· The am:pntee should be able to control. the al'lll in rotation with 
the forearm. flced to 90 degrees and abducted about f:IJ degrees. 
6~ · A SO pound pull straight dovm.1Brd on the terminal. dev.i.ce should 
not cause failure or any pLrt of tbe pros.thesis or harness or 
a slippage of the prosthesis of not more than om inch. 
'7• 1fith the elbow flexed to. 90 degrees, no discomtort or pain should 
be caused ms a strong axl.al push is applied to the elb~' 
S. The amputee should be able to actively open or close the tet"D! 
ina1 device 70 per cent the full aJOOUnt with the terminal device 
at or near the mouth or :r~.-
9. · The amputee should be &ble to. obtain full opening and closing 
or the terminal device with the elbow: flexed at 90 degrees~: 
Above-elbow 
A minimum standard of prosthetic performance for both unilatera1 
and bilateral.., above-elbow amputees. These tests were desi@:led prlmal-
iq far the standard length amputation stump. The short, above-elbow 
amputee eannot be expected to perform all these motions. The parts to 
be tested are the terminal device, forearm socket, elbow lock, upper 
am. piece, harness and any accessory units that .may be included although 
the tests were not designed p~ for accessory units. 
~, The range of stump JIK)tion w.i.tb the prosthesis should be: 
Humeral flexion - 90, degrees 
Humeral extensian - 30 degrees 
Arm abduction- 90 degrees 
Arm rotation - .30 degrees 
4 Humeral flexi.on required to flex the prosthetic forearm 
through cauple te range of flexion (l35 degrees) should not e»-
ceed 45 degrees • 
.3. Jlith the forearm tleDd to 90 degrees and the am secticm 
fixed, the force required to further flex the fon.am should 
not exceed 10 pounds. 
4. liith the forearm flexed to 90 degrees, elbow tmlocked, t~ 
a1 device taped closed, the amputee should be able to resist 
a fcrce of at least three pounds before the foream. begins to 
a1:l.p below 90 degrees. Force should be placed J2 inches frcm. 
the elbow pin. 
s. 'lhe efficiency of the control system can be detennined by 
~suring the force required tO Opetl (er Close) the 1;etmiMl 
derle:e at tvro points d then applying this fomula:: Force 
measured at tbe terminal. device, di.vided by, force measured 
through the cab]4 (a) With the cable disconnected, the mea~ 
ing scale is applied to the thumb of the: hook, in the half open 
position or the cable of the hand, and the force is read as the 
hook or hand is opened4; (b) With the cable connected, tbit scale~ 
is applied to the. '»-bar of the control cable and the scale force 
is read as the hook or hand is opened. The efficiency shoul.d 
be greater than 50 per cent. 
6. The ampntee should be able to obtain full opening or closing ot 
the teminal device with the elbOW' flexed and locked at 90 de-
7~~ 'lhe amputee should be able to actively open or close the term-
inal device i the tullanount with the device near the mouth 
~ 
and near the ~ • 
. s. 'l'he prosthetic am should swing in a natural manner llithout in-
voluntary locking when the . amputee. is ._,king. 
9. The amputee. should be able to lock the elbow wi.th the foream 
flexed to 90 degrees without morlng the temim.l device more 
than Six inches frcm the orig:i.nal position.· 
10. He should be able to control the am in rotation with the: fore-
am. flexed and locked at 90 degrees and abducted about 60 degrees. 
Plate .29 
Plate 30 
Testing scales and a cJ.neplastic prosthesis. Plate 29, scales used 
in testing mechanical performance of prostheses, plate 30, a biceps 
cineplasty on a BE amputation stump with prosthesis (Note the .s~ 
on the forearm where the insertion of t he biceps was severed) 
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lJ4 He should be able to ldtbstam a. two pound pull in. both lat-
eral and medial direction w1 th the elbow f'lexed to 90 degrees~ 
the tumtable tightened to a two pound torque and the scale 
inserted 12 inches frcm the elbow pin. 
'8lxmld not cause fail.ure of a:ar part of the prosthesis or hal-
ness or a slippage of the prosthesis of m:>re than one inch. 
13. No discaaboft or pain should be caused when the amputee sup-
po~ his weight on the forearm which is fleDd to 90 degrees 
and is rest:ing on a support~~ 
A short time ago~ a research program for cineplasty was carried out 
at UClA in (X)operation with other installations o! researOO. During this 
study~ ·a systEm for checking a below-elbow biceps DDlScle ttmnei was work-
ed out for the purpose of establishing a norm or standard of perfomance 
for ccmsequent fitting and harnessing. Since then, similar research bas 
bem done ldth cinetized biceps on above-elbow amputation stumps. Fii;-
ting and harnessing are carried. out in. a prescribed manner unless strength 
and axcursion of the muscle tunnel. does not meet the requirements, and 
in which case, the methods are modified to sult the individual needs• jj 
Min'lmnm performance for the volnntary closing hook . on a below-el-
bow biceps tunnel is 6•9 lhs. of prehension force at 0.5 inch open-
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* ing. 'lb.e voluntary closing hook control system is assembled with the 
hook :tn the halt open position unless the muscle tunnel is very strong, 
and then the hook is placed in the full open position. lfinimum perfo:rm-
$11Ce for a voluntaey opening hook sta.rt.i.ng from the half open position 
is 7 •o lbs. of prehension foree through 1..3 mches; of opening. l{j nj non 
:performance for a. voluntary closing band is .3.9 lbs. ·at 0.5 inch open.:ing,. 
Finger excursion is 1.25 inches starting from full OJBn posjtion of ·the 
:Harnessing a muscle tum1el is planned so that the prehension .force 
does not fall below an acceptable m:1nimum. An adjustable c cntrol cable 
is provided to keep the slack out o.f the control system which c£ ten 
occurs as excursion of the tum1elincreases w.i.th use. 
Strength and exeursi.on of muscle tunnels vary greatly. The average 
strength and excursion of biceps muscle tunnels on a group of below-elbow 
amputees at Walter Reed General Hospital •s 7.3 lbs4! and 2.6 inches. Av-
erage strength and excm-sl. on on ~ group of above-elbow amputees was 57i 
lbs. and ~7 inches. Average strength and excursion of another group cL 
amputees having pectorat t'Urulels was 6S lbs. and 3~ inches. 
The plastic JanriMte, forearm socket usua.J.l.y prescribed for the con-
. 'ftlltianali., upper e.xtreml.ty prosthesis can be used for the upper extremity 
cineplasty. There may be modii'icationa to suit the leve1 and peculiarities 
of each amputation stlliilP• Accessory units are the same as those used with 
the cmventi.onal. pmsthesis. 0n:cy- ·the voluntaey' clos::tng type of hand and 
*Opening means .hook or hand openiDg. 
6o 
Only the voluntary closing type of hand and hook are used far c:tnepl.asty 
at Wal.ter Reed Hospital. Both the voluntary opening and volmtary clos-
ing types of hook and hand are used at UCLA. Harness for cineplasty is 
minima;), Condyle cuffs of various sizes and shapes are used to provide 
stability for the socket•; The ox bow type of tunnel pin made of rein-
farced, aceylio-resin1 over a . metal care, has been found to be the best 
shape and material for the biceps tunnel pin because it creates less 
friction and prevents lateral slippage. Pectoral tunnel pins made in 
the shape of a questien mark have been found to be the most satisfactory. 
For a better fit of the tunnel pin, a 'WaX impressionsis made of the tun-
nel in the contracted phase. y 
The following prescribed prostheses . for cinetized muscles on ~ 
ious lENels of amputation have beEil used at Walter Reed Hcspital. 
PrOsthesis · for iraDs-Carpei · diS&rticulatiem 1ri tb. cinetized. biceps 
A socket or c:u.p is made to tit the carpel stump. very accurately and 
attaclled to. the p:t'OXl.mal. portion of the prosthetic hand, and this in tum 
is l.ink.ed through a hinge mecllanisn to an open cuff wrist to permit free 
flexion and exl:iension of the hand at the wrist. The forearm socket is 
made of plastic: ~te, mich extends .from the wrist pro:ximately to 
near the junction. of the midd.le and upper third of the .forearm. If a hook 
is used., the foreal.11l socket is fla.ttened at the distal. end as with the 
wrist disarticul&tion prosthesis.-
g'Spittler1 August · W~ 9<;11. 1 . l4 c., and Lieutenant Colonellf.aurice J. 
Fletcher, !!. s. c.,_ .op. cit., PP• 378-394. 
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The voluntary closing hand or hook must be modified to make room 
:tor the carpel socket and is lamimted to the socket. Other fittings 
include the usual below-elbow, biceps :ti ttings 'Which will be described 
later in "Prosthesis :tor the medilD to long, below-elbow amputation with 
~ 
cinet.ized biceps." 
As with all cineplasty, the hand or hook control. cable is attached 
to an equali.zer sheave, which is in turn connected to a cable having its 
t110 eDi points secured to a. tunnel pin and inserted through the cinet-
ized Di.uscle. With a contraction ot the cinetized muscle, the force is 
transmitted to -the hook or hand which closes it (plate 301 page 57)• 
PrOstheSis for ~ disartieU:i.ation at tru; wrist Ydth ciDettzed Mc~ps 
tis hvel ot amputation is easier to fit with good prosthetic con-
trols than sane ot the other levels ot amputation. The forearm. socket 
is plastic laminate, which is made with a screw-driver tit at the distal. 
end to permit natural pronation and supination ot the forearm. The tore-
am. socket is the usual length tor the belDw-elbow, biceps cineplasty 
and all other fittings are the same. The hook or hand may be laminated 
into the socket to give the desired length to the limb, or they may be 
made on the interchangeabl.e plan. 
Prosthesis tor the m.edim to long be:i.O.eibow anputation w.1. th cinetized 
- . - ... 
bd.ceps 
The majority ot below-elbow biceps cineplasties are done on medi\lll 
to long anput&tion sttmp:~. The :tore&l111 socket is plastic laminate with 
. 
an interchangeable wluntar;r closing hand and hook, and an F. K. wrist 
disconnect. ·wrist rotati.on mq be carried out; passive:cy-, or a step-up 
rotation unit may be added if there is adequate residual. p~naticm pro-
nat:lcm and supination. A wrist flexion unit my or~ not be used. 
Other pieces ot equipment wh:lch are cODSidered. fair:cy standard tor the 
belol'Mtlbow, biceps prosthesis are: cable disconnect and extensor, 
n.exible ccntrol. bing, leather (eylon coated) CCIJdyle cutf, ax bow plas-
- -
tic tunnel pin_, stainless cable and housing, and sheave type cable equal-
izer. 
ProstheSis r~r the short bE,iO..elbow &mput&tion .lrit.h . cinettzed. biceps 
'1he cinetized biceps on a short, below-elbow amputation stllllp pre-
sents similar prosthetic problems to an arm of this length that is fit-
ted with a ccmentional~Z" osthesis. . 'lhe short, forearm stlllzp is us~ 
not capable of flexing & prosthetic arm through complete range of motion, 
-. 
but llith the addition of polycentric elbow joints, canplete range of 
motion is made possible. 1IJlen po~entric joints are not indicated, side 
binges with aJ.ternator and holdout locks are used• The prosthesis has 
the usml plastic laminate, foream. socket, which. contains an inner soe»-
et that tits the small stunp pertee~ and swings tree ot the outer sock~ 
et. The use of an elbow hinge necessitates the use of a modified, abo'V&-
elb.ow cu;t,•out socket 1 or semi-ops above-elbow c:utt wbicl;l. also serves as 
an attachm.ent for an inverted Y suspensor which in turn is attached to 
~ight harness. ·The use of harness provides a control for the 
additional. forearm illt and elbow lock, pl.us greater stability for the 
sockete' Other fittings are the usual pieces described earlier. 
Disarticulation at . the . eibow. with . ciD.etiZ8d .. biceps 
At ·Walter Reed Hospital. the · elbow portion is not lowered in a d.is-
articul.atLon prosthesis. Instead, the APRL side locld.ng hinges are us~ 
'l'he cODd;yles at the elbow give additional stability and pt"eVEl't t rotation 
ot the uppar- arm. socket. An over- the shoulder strap actuates the for~ 
axm. f'l.exion cable and el.bow lock cable whi.ch are one and the sane. When 
force is exerted on the forearm. flexion, the force is also exerted on 
the elbOY locld.ng mechanism causing the elbow to unlock during forearm. 
flaxion, and when flexion _is relaxed~ the elbow autanatical.:cy locks in 
that positi~ To prevent locking of the elbow when the arm is lowered, 
it is necessary to maintain. a slight back pressure on the forearm fle.»-
ion control dab~ Other fittings are the usual type. 
. ' . - ' ' '. . . . . . . ' . . . '. . . . ' . 
Prosthesis for lg abov&-elbow ampul:.ati.on 'With cinetized b:iDeps 
The long, abov&-elhow st\lDI.p is hard to fit, fer the large opening 
necessar;y in the upper am piece for tb.e projection of the bicepa muscle 
creates a problem of stabili t;y. The greater portion of the load is 
thrcmn on the distal portion of the stump. The prescription is the above-
elhow t1Pe which is: plastic lam:i:.Ilate forearm piece, mcdified Hosner or 
Jlodel C Northrop elbow~ or side locking hinges and al.ternator, an over 
the shoulder strap · to operate the elbow lock, and eylon figure-eight ba:r-
ness. Other fittings are those descr:fi)ed previous~ .tor the below-elbow, 
cineplasty prostheses. 
Prostheses · for the medium· ab()v&-elbow amputation w:t.th cinetized pectoral 
'l'he pectoralis major muscle is used as the soU" ce of prehension force 
on amputation stumps shorter than the long, ·&b.ove-el.bow. The. forearm~ 
band, and hook, far· this prosthesis are: the usual. type. The upper am 
piece is plastic laminate, with an inner socket, which must be fitted 
w:Lth great care. The, t'tlnnel. pin is shaped. like a question marlc instead 
of the ax bow type.· The angle of' pull from the tUilDel pin causes the 
upper am. piece and the f"les:tv part of' the stuap to rotate about the 
bone. Careful selection o!' reactor points on the upper am. socket, and 
careful. harnessing of the f'o rearm f'lexim oontro1 and shoulder strap to 
oppose the force. exerted by the tunnel, w:Ul counteract the rotational 
force induced into the arm. The forearm lift mq be an above-elbow po~ 
centric or moditicatiCilS thereof'. The harness is nylcm figure-eight 
llith modifications. 
Prosthesis for · the short &bove-:.e:ihow amputaticm ·With · cinetized ·pectoral 
An attempt is made to use the residual f'orees about the humeral. 
joint to aid the control. o:t the prosthesis. The upper ana piece, which 
is plastic 1am1nate, contains an imler socket _'Which is joined to a pla&-
tic JamiMte . shoulder pli.ece by flexible hinges to pemi t :full. range of 
brmera1 motim. The reaction point can be placed on the collar and sta.-
bilized on the~ b7 an under a:rm chest strap (~lon coated), attach-
' .. 
ed posterior~ to the forearm J.i.:rt cable, and anterior~ to a sholllder 
saddJe through a Y strap. The upper arm piece contains a turntable 
e.bov'e the elbow as with the conventional. arm. The remaining equi.paent 
is the usual prosthesis prescripttan described. earlier for aboV&-elbow 
cineplasties.· 
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PrOSthesis . for . amputa tiona . shout . th~ shoulder with cinetized peetor&l. 
There is little usable residual motion in a high amputation or 
-
shoulder disat"ticulation, therefore, the shoulder _ cap and upper arm pje ce 
are fused. It is: stabilized on the body by a chest strap which is the 
source or fcree used to ocntrol. fcreara flecdon and elbow lock control. 
The rest of the prescriptien is standard. 
Fabrication of an adequa:be prosthesis .tor an upper extremity ampl.}-
tee, and teaching the use of the prosthesis is no,t a s hJple procedure. 
It is ideal. to first u;pose t.M, amputee to an evalllating team to receive 
the best technical. advice and hence, prescription for a prosthesis that 
will most nearl.y serve his needs. Prescriptions for above- and below-
elbow prostheses are termed, c-onventional. and heayy duty. Conventional. 
prescriptions for the wrist disarticulati~ and remval in that area, gen-
e~ spsking1 have doubl.e wall, sockets that are rotated w.Lth the nat-
ural pronation and supination of the arm. '!'he medium l.emgth, helow-elbarr 
ua may require a step-up rotation unit added to the socket to ensure f'ull 
pronation and supination. Upper am eutfs, elbow hinges, harness and con-
trol.s are flexlbl.e and sjmp~ ccmstructed for arms below the l.evel of shrt, 
below-elbow amplttation. Prostheses for the short, and very short, below-
elbow arms ~ require a doub.:l.e. wall, or split socket type o:r pros-
thesis. Rigid or s~up hinges, pl.us fal.J., upper arm cuff's are necesa-
ar,v. Heavy duty prostheses mean that the socket is made to Withstand 
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Ccmventional prostheses are prescribed tor the elbow disa.rticula-
tion, standard length, the short, and regims about the shoulder. The 
elbow disarticulati.on ay require a shortened forearm to facilitate the 
elbow unit in the 'Upper am piece which is .lowered to provide tor the 
nare ot the condyles. It the new side looking hinges are used, .it is 
not necessa17 to lo11er the elbow unit•· The. upper arm piece contains a 
turntable which rotates the ar.a into working position in front o£ the 
body. 'fhe shoul.der soclmt may or may mt be made a part ot the upper 
am. piece tor the shoulder disarticulation. A nudge cootrol operates the 
elbow lock. Dual. control and .figure-eight hamess. with modifications are 
used with mst all a~elhow prostheses. 
Bands and hooks are either vollmtari.ly opened or closed. APRL puts 
out a very good voluntary opening hand and hook. The Sierra two load 
-
hook is considered the best. voluntary closing hook. ; 
lfater:ials used in maki'ng sockets are mainly wood, leather, and pl.aa-
tic. Plastic is the latest material to be used and is fast becaning the 
leadjng material in modem limb making. Hamess is made 1ran. cloth web-
bing, Vinyon tape Ebbing, elastic ad lfylcm. The harness is· made up to 
gi• the· best prosthetic perfo:mumce by actual wear. When the amputee 
. - -
recaves b:ia prosthesis, it should be checked tor mechanical efficiency, 
. ~ 
and :m'Y' deficiencies shau.ld be reported to the limb maker. At 1fal.ter 
Reed Hospi:tal, prostheses tor all upper extrend.ty cinepl.asties are made 
fran. plastic J.anti.nate I aM the terminal. devices are the VOlurl tary Clos-
ing type. The: cinetized. bicepe muscle is used as the prehension fo ree 
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for all levels ot amputation up to and, including the long, above-elbow 
t:ype. 'nle pectoral muscle. is used as the prehension force above this 
l.evel. llodified elbow units, side locking hinges and modified upper ara 
pieces- are standard pieces of· equtpmmt tor levels · ot amputation above 
the elbow. lCodii'ied t~ht harness, made of Nylon, is used with 
all cineplasties'; 
CHAPTER IV 
'lhe extent of training of the normal hand &Dii the extent of train-
ing the prosthetic hand depends Jarge:cy on the inclination of the am:pu-
tee.' Ho"VeTer~ the normal hand assumes all one handed skills~ and th~ 
.fore becomes the leader1 and the prosthetic h81ld becomes the assistant 
ld.tb the majority of amputees. A few amputees are so decidedl.y ma·jor 
handed that single-handed per.:f'ozmance is more easi:cy acquired with the 
prosthetic hatd than to transfer these tasks to the normal. harJ:l. 
Training should begin as soon as the amputee receives his prosthe~ 
is in order to nake this limb a part of his dai:cy living as soon as poss-
ible•· 'lhe therapist should check e"ferY part of . the prosthesis while the 
amputee is learning the use of it and inform the prosthetist of mechan-
ical defects or good performance. 
Pmhoiogtcal . aspects O.t · trtdnins 
liben a 'therapist receives an amputee for training1 her first consid-
eration is to create a ham:Gnious and friendly working relationship be-
tween th& amputee and herself. During the ear:cy stage~ the prosthesis ia 
JIIAi)l'e at· a hindrance than an aid !or he has been re:cying on. his sound arm 
for eveeyt.hing. It. is necessary for the therapist to maintain the intex-
est and ent:tmaias:in. of the amputee throughout his training perU>d1 in ol'-
der that he ~ realize the full potential of his prosthesis. · There are 
still. too ma.ny amputees with an empty sleeve tor orie reason or another, 
( 
and if' a therapist can do not more than to create a receptt ve· attitude 
in the amputee toverd his prosthesis 11 ha.lt the problem of training bas 
been ..,n.· 
~- Prosthetic Caltrols 
~le control 
Below.elbow anpu~es have only cue consideration l'd.th single c~ 
tro~ and that is hook or hand operation. By flexing the humerus 1 the 
hoo~ or hand .wlll. open or close; 
. " .. ."Ji 
Dual control . 
lfumeral .f'J.m.on cmtrols tm motions: (a) Forearm. flex:ion when the 
forearm is unlocked, (b) temrfna1 device operation when the elbow is 
locked.; Ab~lbow amputees must first learn to use the elbow joint. 
(~) Si ttjng or standing, arm at side• Flex: the prosthetic elhow to 
45 degrees by thrusting the arm forward. Relax slowq. Flex the elbow 
to 90 degrees and relax slo~. Flex the elbow as tar as possible and, 
raise the book to the mouth and relax slow:cy. 
(2) Sitting or st.anding1 arm. at side.. Flex tm elbow to 45 degrees 
and lock. the elbow by thrusting the arm gEntq backward11 and at the same 
time, allDwing the shoulder on the amputated s:ide to fiect or cane forward 
slightl,y. If the arm is utend.ed. too .f'ar backw.rd, the .t'orea.rm. will fall. 
ScxDetim.es the elbow must be elevated slightJcy-. The. elbow will click when 
g'Veterans Adin:illistra.tion, A'IDi:l.d.e .for the ·Arm Am.putee 11 Pamphlet, October, 
1952, Number 1 lQ-32, ~abington D. c., pp. s •. 
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Plate 31 
Plate 32 
Ap:t:roach and grasp activities. Plate 31, the thumb of the hand in open 
position to grasp the large obj~ct, plate 52, the thumb of the band in. 
closed position to grasp the small object 
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locked. . Unlock the elbow by thrusting the am. domwe.rd and backward. 
Flax the elhO\v to 90 degrees and repeat the locking procedure.: Flexion 
should al.ways be in the parasaggital. plane: with the shoulder kept in a 
fixed position. Iocldng the elbow while maintain:Jng forearm flexion is 
a tricky operation.' To maintain flexion,- the hlmlerus must be in a for-
ward position, and to loclc the e]l)ow the humerus must be thrust slight,.. 
:cy- to the backward plane. The locl.dng mavemant must be executed verr 
deftly in order to keep the forearm flexed. Arm flEIXion movements should 
be confined to the amputated side for the uniJa·teral amputee unless it 
is a case ot' a very high amputation, or a shoulder disa.rticul.ati.on and 
the upper a:rm piec~ is: integrated with the shoulder cap. · In these cases 1 
the shrug control. is used as the source of po•r for forearm flexion and 
prehension. 
(3) Terminal device operation. (a) Flex the elbow to 90 degrees by 
.. . 
.tl.exing the humerus. lock the elbow, a.rd flex the humerus again to the 
degree necessary to op:trate the terminal device. 
(4) Arm rotation. Sitting or staming, abduct the humerus to 6o 
degrees, flex the elbow to 90 degrees, lock, roll the arm. in and out. 
Triple control 
'lhree cables are U8M to control three prosthetic motions.· The 
motions are the same as :tar dual central. except that shoulder shrUg on 
the sound side operates the terminal. device~ · 
(1) Terminal. devi.ee operation.-· Sitting or standing, flex the elbow 
to 90 degrees by flarl.ng the humerus. lock the elbow, and shrug both 
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shoulders slightly • The motion is described as, rounding the shoulders. 
! 
2. Approach and Grasp ~ 
. ., 
•. 
. . 
Once the amplitee has mastered the fundamental controls of the arm, 
training should be progressed to grasping various objects with the band 
and arm in differEnt positions.' 
A training ld.t can be obtained which contains objects for use of 
, I 
ini td.al tm ning in approach alXl grasp. It contains blocks in dif:terent 
sizes, shapes, aiJd thicknesses in 1R)od, metaJ. and rubber. These objects 
are approached and graspe<i with the prosthesis, and placed in the spot 
designated tor t• (plates, 31, 32, page 70). Other itens in the kit 
are a fork, spocm, plastic block, padlock and key, nail. rue, ice cream. 
cone, pAper cup, screw cap jar, and others~: 'Dlese ob·jects enable the 
amputee to learn the use of locking positions, free :wheeling on the vol-
untary closing appliances, and the correct amount of tension to a].:p].y in 
picld.ng up objects· of different weights, sizes and ccmpositions. 
c)pe.ration ot the vollmtanr closing hand 
The method of operation. of all voluntary' clofdng appliances (APRL) 
is pull to close. 'Dle hand has a. three finger gripping force, two . oi 
1lhich are operated by the· volmt.a.ey' pull to close. The thumb DDlSt be 
preposittoned manual.J3• The maximum gr:ipping force is abOut 39 lbs. 
llbich woul.d autaaaticall;r .. unlock if the fingers stuck~ The thumb has tlR) 
positions, which is usual.J..y operated by the other hand or by pressing 
the thl.lllb against the body or an object. 
{a) Open position. Press the tip of the thumb to1'8l"d the pala • 
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Plate 54 Plate 55 
Two handed activities. Plate 55, taking a -cigarette from the package, 
Plates 54, 55, tying a tie 
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Plate 36 Plate '37 
Plate 58 Plate 59 
Two handed activities. Plate 56, BE amputee cutting food, Plate 57; 
AE amputee cutting food, plate 58, BE amputee using a telephone and 
writing a message, plate 59, .AE amputee using a telephone and writing 
a message 
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Plate 40 Plate 41 
Plate 42 
Two handed and prosthetic hand activities-. Plate 40, opening a beer 
can, plate 41, carrying a food tray, plate 42, using ·a. button hook 
and butt oning a. .shirt -sleeve button with the prosthetic hand 
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Release the pressUre and the tlmmb will spring wide opa'l. 
(b) Closed position. Press the tip ot the thumb. toward the palm. 
slowly~ stop a.t the ~irst click. Relax canplete~. 
The thumb is positioned before atteuq:ting to grasp an object. U the 
object is snall~ the thumb DD.lst be put :!J:l the small opEiling~ otherwise~ 
the thumb cannot make ccntact with the small object. 
'!he pull to-close-the-t~vable-fingers can b~ stopped at any 
point desired~ but in order to lock the fingers at that point~ the ten-
sian DD.lst be completely rel.aJred. · To open or 'lmlock this position~ it 
is necessary to make another pull an. the control cord (a little harder 
than the pull to close) then relax completely again~ and the fingers will 
spring OPEil• 1fhen they have opened fully~ there will be another click 
which cocks the fingers for the next pull-to-close. rt is done in four 
movements. 
(a) Pull-to-close 
(b) Relax-click-lock 
(c) Pull-click-unlock 
(d) RelaJL-fingera-open-click 
An important thing to remember, is that the .:fingers will not lock 
unless the movEment is started fran. e. completely relaxed positionl The 
amputee should be abl.e to cl.ose~ l.ock~ am open t.he hand at waist· 1eve1, 
and at his mouth, otherwise the harness should be checked.- The shoulder 
straps may be too loose or too tight~ the control cable may be too long~ 
or there may be sharp. bends causing too much friction in the control sy&-
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. ' . . ' . . . . . 
Operation of the vollmta.ry closing hook 
The voluntary closing hook has a two prong gripping fcrce, one of 
which is movable with the-pul.l,-to closee The hook is carried in a med-
ial position but must be pronated stil1 more to put in a.. position of 
grasp. Hook operati.on is described in this .rna.nner. 
(a) Pull..,to-close 
('b) Rela:x:-click..,lo ck 
(c) Pull-elick-unlock 
(d) Relax-elick-prorigs opEil 
An abOV&-elbow amputee, wearing either a hook or a. hand, must make 
sure that it is locked before atta:npting to lift an object. The prongs 
of' the hook must be closed when the position of' the lever on the case is 
ehanged. 
lli th. the vol.untary' opening hook, the-pull-is-to-open the prongs of 
the hook. 1 .Amomt of tension on the object is determined by the nunber 
of rubber bands on the hook and the way that the amputee relaxes tension 
of the opened position. 
Training :in approach and grasp should not be ove~empha.sized lest 
the amputee lose interest in his prosthesis. Many of' the items used in 
approach-and-grasp are things that the amputee may never be called upon 
to do in daily living. This phase of training is to accustom the ampu-
tee to a v,ar:Lety of approach-and-grasp-activities in different situations 
such as: objects that are placed low and objects that are placed high; 
very fragile and very heavy objects; different materials; thick and 
thin; and etc. 
3. Two Handed Activities 
One cannot expect the prosthetic am to operate with the same co-
ordinated movements of the natural arm. EYery motion is the result of 
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a care.fulJ.y, thought out plan by the design engineer 1 ani it requires a 
lot of patience and practice on the part of the amputee to gain pro-
ficiency in its use. The natural arm without the hand is little more 
than a crane w.Lth tactUe sensation, but when a prosthesis is wom, it 
becanes a valuable assistant. The number and dexterity of activities 
that each amputee can perfonn varies with the site of amputation am the 
desire to becane self sufficient. Every therapist should keep a list o£ 
activities to be accomplished, a method of rating the perfonnance, and 
the time required to perform the activi.ty. The time element is not con-
sidered a najor item when lea.ming tG. use the prosthesis. It should be 
used only as an indication o£ progress, because the time wUl decrease as 
avoidable delal'S and alikwa.rd movements are ellm1nated. Dexterity should 
come first, and speed should come last, but in no case should the time 
element be forgotten beeause many amputees do not wear the prosthesis, as 
they say, "i.t takes too long to perform the activities. 11 
The activities listed on the following pages would probably be 
found on the list o:f beginning activities of every therapist. They are 
general and considered a. m.in:inmm. Every therapist should keep not O!l4r 
her list of training activities, but a reccrd. of, 11tricks of the trade," 
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which she can pass on to others. 
Unilateral 
Following is a list of activities that can be performed best with 
the nonnal. hand acting as major, and the prosthetic hand acting as the 
assistant, with a. few ~ctivities that can be done with either hand. "i( 
Activity 
Take d.g. from 
package 
Book matches 
Key in lock 
Open the door 
Card pl.e.ying 
Tie a tie 
Pocket Knife 
Cutting food 
Prosthesis 
Hold cig. pack 
Reverse procedure 
Hold the book 
Hol.d door knob 
Take key from lock 
Hold cards 
Hold short; end 
Hold kn:ife 
Hold fork in food 
PencU sharpener Hold JBncil 
Reverse procedure 
Screw top bottle Hold bottle or tube 
or· tube 
Telephone and 
write message 
Hold phone to ear 
Reverse procedure 
Normal Hand 
Take cig. out {plate 33, 
Reverse procedure .page 73) 
Strike the match 
Tum the key 
Turn door knob 
Plq 
Fozm. the tie {plates, 34, 35, 
page 73) 
Open 
Cut with knife (plates, 36, 
37, page '74) 
Tum crank 
Reverse procedure 
Unscrew cap 
Write message (plates, .38, 
Reverse procedure .39, page 74) 
Bottle opener Hol.d bottle Lift cap 
(concluded on next. page) 
. . . . . . . i/R. Deane Ayles'WOrth, op. cit., Section, 8.3.3. 
(concluded) 
Activity Prosthesis 
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Normal Hand 
Beer can 
Nail in the 
wall 
Hold can 
Hold the nail. 
Punch hole (plate 40, page 75) 
Pound 1d. th ha.mller 
Garry to mouth Pu.t into pros. hand Drinld.ng cup 
Carry food 
tray 
Grasp one side of tray Grasp other side (plate 41, 
of ~ . page 75) 
Wrap and tie 
package 
Grasp paper and 
string 
. . . . . . . . . -.- . '.' 
Prosthetic band activities 
.. . 
(a) Pull a glove on the nomal hand. 
Wrap 
(b) Button shirt sleeve on the nonnal aide (plate 42, page 75). 
(c) File the finger nails. 
(d) Clean the na.Use: 
(e) Wash the normal band. 
Bilateral. 
A bilateral amputee should learn to perform activities the shcrt-
est, and easiest way possible. The time required for a. bilateral a.I!lpl)o-
tee to be self sufficient throughout the day- is much longer than the time 
requ:tred for a unilateral amputee to be self su.fticient. The bilateral 
amputee rray learn to do many of the things that the unilateral amputee 
does, but the nwnber and dexterity- or things that he can do depend a 
great deal more on patience, persistence, ani the desire of the amputee. 
~as:i.Ili · :t.n -t.b.e ·nu>rnins 
If the clothes have been placed on a. chair in the order which he is 
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going to put them on, it will be much easier far h1ln. It is necessarr 
for the amputee to put one prosthesis a:J. (i:f' the harness is separate) 
batore he can ranove his }Bjamas. Use the stumps to place the hamess 
over his head and then insert; the stumps into the buckets. Hold one 
side of the pa.jamas with the assistant hook or stump, and with the majcr 
hook, UDbuttcm the button or bulitons. It is wise to buy pajamas with 
onl.y one button at the top and preferablY a large button, or the slip-
on type of J;aj ama top. 
Showering 
1he prosthesis or prostheses must be removed before showering and 
one stump sock lett on i1' he is using any kind of device with a cur:r on 
the St1.Dnp. The sock will prevent chafing from the moisture. wti.th the 
aid o:t a device, such as a long handled brush, the amputee is able to 
reach all parts of the body. 
. . . . . . 
Dressing 
A:rter showering, a T shirt should be put on to prevent rubbing of 
the ha.mess• Put the stumps into the sleeves of the T shirt and sw:i.ng 
it over the head. The bOttom can be grasped batmen the two stumps and 
pulled down. Don the prostheses again. 
I£' the shorts have been provided with snaps and the correspooiing 
snaps placed on the inside of the top of the trousers they can be pu11-
ed on in one operation. · Grasp each side of the top of the trousers wl.th 
the corresponding hook and pU:U up. TrouseJ:"s should have a. zipper front 
with a clasp added to the tab for better grasping. 
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The shirt may be put on by putting the two prosthetic arms into the 
sleeves of the shirt. and throwing the shirt aver the head. If he wishes 
to have buttons, he can use a button book. With the new wri~t flexion 
unit it is not too difficult. Shirts with grippers on the front instead 
of buttons can aJ.s () be had and are easy to put on. 
Socks are donned by grasping the corresponding side with the hook 
and pulling. Tension over the heel can be freed by grasping the inside 
of the heel and pulling. 
The moccasin type of shoe or the ld.nd with a zipper in the side are 
easier to get into. A shoe with not more than two and pt"eferably one 
eyelet is best. If lacing is preferred, grasp the tip of one lace with 
the hook on the corresponding sid.~ and push it through the hole or eY'&-: 
J.et, catcll it on the other side with the o_ther hook and pull. the lacing 
through. Cross the lacing to the side of the opening and perform the 
same steps until the top hole is reached~ Do the same l'd.th the other 
em. of the lacing. Grasp both strings and apply tension. -when the bow 
knot is begun, thrust one lace aver the other lace twice for better ten-
sion. Fold a loop in one end of the string, at the same time, catch the 
J.oop in place with the other hook, and then with the hook that made the 
l.oop, catch the other string, bring under the loop and catch with the 
hook that was holding the first loop in place. Now the "t.-wo l.oops can be 
grasped w.ith the two hooks and pulled a.s tightly as Wan.ted. 
Ya.ny amp\l,tees prefer to wear the sport type of shirt with an open 
collar to eliminate the task of tying a tie. Of course, ties both long 
and the bow type can be bought made up, but there are ~s when the 
amputee wants to tie his own tie which can be dQne. It can first be 
tied over a bed post or chair and then slipped over the head and tight-
ened, or it can be done on the amputee in the usual manner. Place the 
tie around the neck under the collar, adjust the tie ends and cross the 
left end over the right. Grasp the crossed tie ends at the crossing 
with the right hook. The left end is flipped over this crossing and 
pulled up behir¥i and over the neck loop a.l.l.owing it to come dawn in front. 
Push the tip of the larger end through the center of the knot w.i. th the 
left hook. Release the left hook and grasp the protruding large '&i.e end 
and pull it enti rel,y through. Tighten the tie by pul 11 ng on the smaller 
end with the right book and push the lalot upward with the lett hook to 
desired tightness. 
Clothing 
Arm amputees have considerable trouble operating the controls of 
the 8.l"DlS when clotlWlg· is tight. Special clothing can be bought, but 
more often, the amputee prefers to use discretion in choosing convention-
al clothing.-! 
Shirts, coats and overcoats should have ample room without any ccn-
striction on the controls of the arm and yet not too large to cause bunch-
ing. Idnings should be smooth and firm and free .fran. wrlnldes to permi.t 
the hand or hook to enter the sleeve of the garment without catching. 
The btm-type of pocket on a coat is bard in which to put the hand or hook. 
Slanted pockets should be had whenever possible. Soft leather reinforc&-
menta should be added to areas of clothing 'Where there is friction with 
the controls or the prosthesis• large buttonholes make buttoning eas-
ier. Zippers are used in many instances instead of buttms. Zippers 
are easier to use if lat-ge rings are added to the tabs. 
An upper extremity amputee should always be on the alert for short-
er and easier ways of performing daily activities without drawing tmdue 
attention to the act of per:tonuance.-
Shaving 
U tube shaving cream is used, the tube is placed on a shelf,. held 
f~ ldth one hook and with the other hook. the cap is unscrewed. When 
apply.i.ng cream, the arm is moved instead of the face. An eleetric razor 
or safety razor can be used. The razor is simply grasped between the two 
prongs of the hook and moved up and down as required. 
..... .. .... . . .. 
Calbing the hair 
A rat-tail c<lllb is the easie~ to use. The tail can be braced be-
tween the prongs of the hook 'Which steadies the comb. 
The methods described here are meant only, . 'as one 1m.y of doing 
specific activities.;'!. y 
4. Women and Children .. 
B.f and arge, wanen and children use the same prosthetic appliances 
and present the same prosthetic problems as the men with few exceptions. 
&'Kessler Institu~ for Rehabilitation, Seventh Annua.1 Conference, 
April 24, 25, 1953. 
Appearance is more important to a woman than. function. A wanan who bas 
a below-elbow, amputation stump will often prefer a plastic hand to a 
prosthesis because there is no tmsight~ harness or hook, and the appeat'-
ance is more like a normal hand. The junction of the arm and plastic 
hand can be disguised by a atch, bracelet, or three-quarter sleeve. 
Nail polish and rings can be 'WOm on the hand as 1d. th the normal hand. 
Above-elbow amputees often prefer a cineplastic arm to a harness 
operated 8.l'!ll. lfavements of the cineplastic arm are more life-like. The 
IIDltilation of the IIDlScle tunnel can be disguised more eas~ with clothes 
than the harness. Shoulder and chest expansion of a woman are often not 
sufficient f'or good prosthetic control of a harness-operated arm. A few 
wanen prefer the harness-operated arm to having further mutilation of the 
stump or shoulder necessary for a nmscle tlUUlel. Basic instruction in 
control and use of the arm are the same for a wanan as for men with great-
er emphasis on performing her own toilette, dress, and household duties. 
Children 
Ftmction is more important to a child than appearance. If a child 
can grasp the handles of his bicycle, use a saw, dress a. doll, or eat 
with his prosthesis, he is not too concerned with how it looks. A truly 
functional prosthesis has not been devised for children yet. Hooks do 
not cane in a variety of' sizes. A split hook is genera.l.ly used f or chil-
dren under ten years of age. A harness operated prosthesis is often im-
possible because the chest and ·shoulders are too small for the prosthet-
:i.e controls. Weight of the prosthesis is becoming less of a problem since 
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the use of plastic bas come into practice for socket..s. At Kessler 
Institute for Rehablli~tion, the cineplastic prosthesis is wide:cy used 
for children~; Mar:w congenital, unilateral, and bilateral amputees are 
given a pectoral muscle tunnel or tunnels at this institution and they 
are happily assuming their rightful. places in the home and among other 
children. 
Teaching the child the controls and use of a prosthesis is not teo 
difficult. They learn fast, and their eagemess to do the things that 
other children do is a very powerful motivator. A five or s:ix year old 
w:Ul l.earn faster than a child of twelve years. A pre-school child will 
adjust to a prosthesis better than one who is older. Children in school 
will· adjust to a prosthesis better than to a deformity, or, to a defonn-
i ty and then tQ a prosthesis:. 
Children are a challenge to rehabilitati~n. A prosthesis that is 
suitable for present specifications and provisions for growth adjustment 
is a problEID. of no small importance to the prosthetist and an item of 
great eJq>ense to the parents. The child must have a new prosthesis al-
most as often as he has ,a new pair of shoes. 
Congenital amputees offer still. other problems• Some surgery must 
be performed on almost all cases before the question of a prosthesis 
can be considered. The age of the child, the lewel of the amputatioh., 
how nmch the child has to supplement the prosthesis, and .IDa.l1Y other con-
siderations must be accounted for before surgery. Very often, the pa.~ 
ents of the congenital amputee suffer fran feelings of guilt, shame, or 
• 8'[ 
ovel'-protectiveness 'Which have existed from birth of the ma.l-fonn.ed 
child. These feelings must be dispelled by a psychiatrist, or sane 
member of the rehabilitation team before they can full.y cooperate with 
the rehabilitation of their child. 
5. Prescriptions and Train:ing 
'!'.be next few pages are devoted to actual prescriptions for pros-
theses, 'Which were ordered by the surgeon on the basis of individual 
needs as decided by the eval.uation team of the prosthetic clinic he:Ld 
once a week in The ~eterans Administration Ygiona:L Office, depa.rtm.en t 
of Physical. Therapy, Boston, Massachusetts. . Observation of the ampu-
tees was followed through pbysical. therapy, ('When indicated) delivery 
of prostheses, initial. and final. checkouts, and training. These ampu-
tees are veterans of 'Wor 14. War I, Worl.d War ll, and The Korean War. 
- - -
Nearly all have been wearers of prostheses before these prescriptions, 
since the majority of thtiD. received their amputations during Worl.d ·war 
n. 
. . . . . . . . ' 
Bel.ow-Elbow 
Yr. A. has a l.eft, l.ong, amputation· stump with good musculature, 
fuJJ. range of motion, screw-driver shape, and no pham.tam limbs. He is 
a "wearer" now, and since he has aJ..ways been right handed, he has. con-
tinued to ,make this hand dom:i nant and the prosthetic band the assistant. 
His _ oceupat~on is maintenance inspector. 
PRESCRIPTION•- His new prescription calls for a rotation type, lioubl.e-
:wall · s~et, wri.st rotation unit, strap hinge, figure-eight, Vinyon liar-
ness, with ail APRL hand and hook. 
TRAINING.- This amputee was considered a good user of the old prosthes-
is, .. but did not use the prosthetic limb as an assistant men eating. He 
yPerm:ission was granted from the Veterans Administration to use this data. 
had initial tra.in:Wg of two hours during which he learned the prosthet-
ic controls and perfonn.ed the training activities specified very well. 
He did not care to give up the habit of using only the natural hand for 
purposes of eating. 
Mr. B. has a right, long, amputation stump with good musculature 
and fuJJ. range of motion of th.e surrounding joints. Pronation and S'\lP'-
ination are limited to 60 degrees. He was right handed before the amp-
utation and since then has made the left hand dani nant. No feelings 
of phantom are felt. He considered his old prosthesis adequate, and 
came in for a new prescription because it was badly mm. He used both 
a hand and hook interchangeably and had the voluntary closing control 
system. His profession· is trumpet player, and it is necessary to use 
a wrist . fl~on unit to hold the trumpet in place. 
PRESCRIPTION.-- His new prescription for a prosthesis is a rotation 
typei plastic laminate, doubl&-wall, forearm socket, APRL hand and 
hook, figur~eight, Vinyon hameas, triceps pad, strap hinge, T bar 
reactor and inverted Y suspensor. The old wrist flexion· unit can still 
be _use4 .with the new prosthesis. 
TRAINING.- The amputee had formed the habit of using both shoulders to 
operate prehension force to the terminal device. It is necessary to 
use only humeral flexion on the amputated side. He could not be pel'-
sua.ded to give up the habit and was allowed to take the prosthesis home 
after :initial training of two hours. 
Mr. c. has a left, amputation stump of 50 per cent length with 
good musculature and full range of motion of the elbow. The stump is 
conical in shape and has 60 degrees of pronation and supination. He 11as 
right handed before the amputation and has continued to use the natural 
hand as major and the prosthetic hand as the assistant. He has no feel-
ings of phantom. He has been using a Dorrance Hook for all activities -
including playing the piano and typing. He is a clinical psychologist, 
having superior intelligence and ability for adjustment. He objects to 
wearing a hand because ·nit is not functional enough." He does not mind 
the app~~ce of the hook. 
PRESCRIPTION.- The prescription consists of a double-wall, plastic I.am-
inate, .forearm socket, flexible hinge, model C wrist unit, no rotation 
tmit, figur~eight,. Vinyon hamess, half-arm cuff, inverted Y suspensor 
and T bar reactor plus a Sierra,. tV«>-load hook. He did not want to 
change to the voluntary closing system because of -the relearning involv-
ed; ·He was happy with the old type of prost:.hesis, and was an excellent 
user, . which is a very good argument :for not changing. Needed in:i.t"ial. 
tra.inj ng for checking the mechanics of the prosthesis 'Which was suff-
icient in his case.-
Jlr. D. has a left, amputation stump of 5 inches in length. The 
ulna. has been removed which reduced the size of the sttmlp and left 
multi.ple sears.· Flad.on of the forearm is limited to 30 degrees and 
and extension lacks 15 degrees~ · There is no pronation or supination, 
and strength is very poor. · He was right handed before the amputation 
and has continued to be so 1 using the prosthetic hand as an assistant. 
He is an elevator operator and likes to do carpentry and general work 
with tools.·: He is intelligent and appears to be Ylell adjusted. At 
times, he feels a phantom at the tip of' the stump; at other times it 
is only a dull ache; still other times there is only a feeling of' numb-
n~~~ • . . . 
PRESCRIPTION.- A double-wall, plastic laminate 1 forearm socket to con:r-
pensa..te for the size of' the stump. A screw-in l"'rlst unit,. with an AfRL 
hand and Sierra two-load hook, polycentric elbow hinges, figur&-eight, _ 
Vinyon harness, and half arm cui'fe 
TRAINING.- When he received his prosthesis, the contro1 efficiency of' 
the . hand was . 60 per cent and of the hook SO per cent.- Hand and hook 
opening at the mouth and at the fly were SO per cent. At the first 
check-out, it was decided that greater efficiency could be accanplished 
if the control. plate was moved to a more lateral position, which was 
done, and at the final check-out, control efficiency was improve~ 
Mr. D. learned to be a good user and tried successfully to perform a 
variety of activities (plates 41, 421 43, page 75). The amputee stated 
that he could not hold a nail with the particular . slant of the two-load 
hook, and was advised to bey- the type of hammer that holds the nail. He 
had five hours of training. 
Mr. E. has a left, amputation stump, three inches in length, having 
good muscula.ture and complete range of motion. · There is no sensitivity 
or phantom sensation. He is an office worker and has al-ways used a hand. 
He does a variety of activities 1 but does not use the prosthetic hand 
to . assis~ with telephone and messages. 
PRESCRIPTION.- The prescription was a plastic lamina.te 1 double-wall, -
;forearm socket with metal side joints, full arm cuff and figure-eight, 
Vil;lyon hamess, an APRL hand, FM wrist unit but no hook. 
TRAINING.- He coulQ. open and close the hand .fUlly at the fly but lack-
ed about two. inches being able to get the hand to the mouth. It was 
necessary to bend the head forward a bit. to meet the hand. The prosthes-
is was considered satisfactory at the final. check-out. He was considered 
a good user of the hand when initial training of two hours was .finished 
including the use of' the telephone. 
Mr. F. ha.s a very short, left, amputation stump of good musculature, 
.full extension but limit ed forearm flexion. There is sensitivity on the 
radial side of the distal end of the stunp. A phantom hand, and some-
times pain is felt somewhere between the normal hand length and the 
stump end. He was right handed ·before the amputation and continues to 
use the nonnal band as dominant, and the prosthetic hand as the assistant. 
His . OCC?upa'tdon is not known, but is considered to be fairly intelligent. 
PRESCRIPI'ION.- The prescription given was a split,..socket, plastic l..am:in-
ate, foream piece with pol:ycentric elbow hinges to permit full fore-
arm. flexion• A Dorrance hook and an APRL hand_, figur~ight, Vinyon 
harness, model C wrist unit and an au:x:,i.l.ia.ry arm lift completed the 
prescription. It was suggested that a hole be left in the inner socket 
to relieve the pressure on the sensitive spot. 
TRAINING.- At the initial check-out, it was thought that an FM wrist 
unit would have made the taac of changing the hand to the hook an eas-
ier one•: The hole, which was left in the inner socket to relieve the 
pressure on the sensitive areas did not prevent the skin from being 
rubbed off after use for an hour. He was advised to wear a different 
weight stump sock. He formed an unnecessary habit of raising the elbow 
too high men using the prosthesis, otherwise, he was considered a good-
user of both the hand and hoak after five hours of training (plates, 21, 
22, page 36). 
Mr. Ge' has a very short, left amputation stump of good strength 
and full range . of motion. There is no phantom, but he sometimes has a 
slight finger itch• His profession is mail clerk, and he uses the hand 
to do . everything. He does not like a hook. His hobby is -carpentry. 
PRESCRIPTION.- The prescription given was a double-wa.ll, plastic lam-
inate, forearm socket, to be bent about 15 degrees · to aid flexion. Poly-
centric elbow joints, figure-eight, Vinyon hamess, and-a half-a:mt cuff 
were added. The harness was to be crossed to the right, first at the 
center, and lower than usual. in back. A quick disconnect wrist unit, 
an APR!. . hand and no hook canpleted the prescription. 
TRAINING.- This amputee learned to use the prosthesis very mll for 
activities in the region between the shoulder and the belt level. He 
lacked about five inches being able to reach his mouth and could not 
use the hand to full efficiency near the fly. He had two hours at train-
ing. 
Mr. H. has a very short, amputation stump, with full extension and 
on.1y 50 degrees of flexion. He has poor ·strength and musculature, and 
multiple scars • He has no phantom limbs, but sometimes .feels pain at 
the d:l.~ . end. He does not work and has no hobbies. 
PRESCRIPTION.- Because of this man • s disability, he was given an above-
elbow type of limb, having the usual plastic l.a.minate, forearm socket, 
Sierra two load hook, no hand, a plastic, -upper arm cuff with APRL side 
elbow hinges, quick disconnect wrist unit, and figure-eight, Vinyon har-
ness. He did not return for training. 
Above-elbow 
Yr. A. has an above-elbow, right amputation stump of · 90 per cent 
length with complete range of motion at the humeral joint, and fair 
strength and musculature. The tennina.l portion of the stump is small 
and atrophied. He bas no pain, sensitivity, or phantom sensations. He 
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ms right handed before the amputation, but since the amputation has 
made the left hand dominant. His profession is radio and television 
~epairma.n. . He appears to be ·· well adjusted and intelligent. 
PRESCRIPTION.-- The prescription calla for a plastic J ami nate, conven-
tional ,forearm, double wall, upper ann piece, an APRL hand and Sierra 
two load hook. This hook was recommended because he needs a very posi-
tive locking device. The remaining -pieces of the prescription was an 
FM wrist unit; model C Hosmer elbow, figur&-eight Vinyon harness with 
mod.ifica tiona 1 and dual control. 
TRAINING.-- At the initial check-out, one of the buckles did not wo~ 
smoothly and the prosthetist repaired it. The arm fitted very well and 
the amputee liked it. He wore the arm home after the first three hours 
of instruction in use 1 and had the final check-out after six hours of 
training. He wa.s able to perform all the training activities with fair 
degree of skill and dexterity, and wore the arm most of the time. 
Mr. B. has a right, amputation stump of standard length, having 
normal range of motion and good musculature. He bas no sensitivity or 
phantom pain. He was right handed before the amputation and since then 
has made the left hand dominant. His o ccu:p3. tion is glass insp:! ctor 1 and 
he likes to bowl and work around the house. The old prosthesis is badly 
worn and the glove is discolored. He has always worn a hand, but is not 
~verse . to having a hook prescribed also. . 
PRESCRIPr!ON.- A conventional, plastic laminate, forearm · socket, double-
wall upper arm piece, an APRL hand and a Dorrance 00 hook, model C elbow 
or equivalent were ordered. This particular hook was ordered because he 
needs a light weight hook. He was also given an F1! wrist unit, and mod-
ified Carnes harness with dual control. 
TRAINING.- The amputee was shovm. the prosthetic controls of the arm. ani 
did not return for further training. 
Mr. c. has a standard length, right, amputation stump which is small 
and atrophied. There is complete range of motion at the humeral joint, 
but strength and musculature are poor. He was right handed before the 
amputation and has made the left hand dominant since the amputation. 
Mr. c. is a retired, World War I veteran who does gardening and light 
work around the house.· He has never worn a hand and has used a Dorrance 
8 anc;1 a . Fannerr!,s hook intercharigeab~. 
PRESCRIPTION.~ The prescription was a conventional, plastic laminate, 
forearm, a double-wall, upper ann piece.; model C elbow or its equivalent, 
an FY wrist. unit, an APRL hand and hook, and :figure-eight, Vin.yon harness 
l'd.th modj,ficat ions, and. dual central~· 
TRAINING.-\'lben the amputee received his prosthesis, the uppel'-ann. piece 
did . not fit perfectly and he had to return to the limb shop :for a new 
socket. The new socket fitted well and the amputee was able to take the 
prosthesis home after four hours o:f training. He liked the new prosthes-
is and could qo all. the training activities modera.te:cy well after 10 
hours of instruct:ion. 
Yr. D. has a. right~ amputation stump of standard length, which is 
cylindrical. in shape~ w:i. th normal range of motion but poor musculature 
and strength. He has pain and needle sensa tiona on the terminal portion 
of the stump most of the time. He was left handed before the amputa-
tion and bas continued to make this hand dcm:i.nan.t. His occup:~.tion is 
mail roam clerk and he has wom a hand from 12 to 15 hours a day. The 
evaluating team thought that a hook would service .this anputee better 
than a hand . in his work. 
PRESCRIPTION.- The prescription ordered was a conventional foreann., 
double-wall~ tipper-arm piece~ (4 layers of stockinette, and 1 layer of 
glass cloth) model C elbow or its equivalent~ an FM wrist unit and no 
accessory units. The remaining pieces of the prescription were~ figure-
eight~ Vinyon harness vd.th additions and dual. control, an APRL hand, 
and ho~. 
TRAINING.- When the prosthesis was delivered, it was not considered a 
good fit. There was mal-function of the hand, the elbow joint stuck, 
and the frmt suspensor had to be moved up to be in line with the cable. 
The eoord:ination of the amputee was poor and he developed a high spot on 
the terminal portion of the stump. Consequently, he was sent back to 
the };rosthetist again and again, and his training periods had to be ~ 
i ted to i hour per week. He could not get the hand to the mouth w:i. th 
ease for which there was no very gpod reason. He took the prosthesis 
home and was considered a fair user after seven hours of instruction. 
Mr. E. has a right~ amputation stump of medium length w:i.th complete 
range of motion and fair musculature. The stump is cylindrical in shape 
with a burning sensation on the terminal portion. There is also a phan-
tom hand at the terminal end When he thinks of it. He is a lawyer by 
profession and does not use the hand or hook to any extent. He was right 
handed before the amputation and since then has transferred all major 
activitie~ to the left hand. 
PRESCRIPTION.- The prescription was, a conventional forearm, plastic 
J.aminate, upper a:rm piece, model C elbow, · an APRL hand, and hook, an FM 
wrist unit, a 'Wrist adapter, figure-eight, Vi.nyon harness with modifica-
tions a.p.d dual control. 
TRAINING.- The arm fitted well but the amputee does not have a great de-
sire to . be proficient in the use of this ann. After six hours of in-
struction, he had learned the prosthetic controls and the use of the hook 
but did not return for instruction in the use of the hand. 
Mr. · F. has a left, amputation stump of standard length, cylindrical 
in shape, o:f normal range of motion and poor strength. There is a heavy 
scar on the terminal end of the stump. He was right handed be:fore the 
amputation and continues to be so. He is . a letter carrier and holds the 
letters in his hook while diStributing mail. He has never wm a hand. 
The evaluating team decided that he needs an arm of light weieht and a 
positive lock.i.ng hook, which, in this case would be better serviced by a 
two J.oad hook. · He has been using the voluntary opening system and with 
a two load hook, there would be no relearning involved. 
. . 
PRESCRIPTION.- The prescription was a conventional forearm, double-
wall; .upper arm piece, model. C elbow or its equivalent, an FM wrist 
unit, an APRL hand, glove, and a Sierra two load hook, figure-eight, 
Vinyon harp.ess with modifications .and dual control. 
TRAINING.- At the initial check-out the prosthetic controls were con-
sidered .good .and the ar.m fitted well with the exception of one axilla 
loop Which necessitated the return to the limb shop for slight revision. 
This amputee was considered a very gqod user of both the hand ·· and hook 
after nine hours of training. Since he had never used a hand, most of 
the training time was spent learning the use of the APRL control system. 
6. 8unmary' 
Training in the use of a prnsthesis sh:>uld begin as soon as the amp-
utee receives it from the limb shop. It is important that the therapist 
create an enthusiastic and harmonious atmOsphere in their relationship 
during the training period in order that the amputee may realize the fU:U 
potential of his prosthetic appliance. 
An amputee must first learn the prosthetic controls of his prosthes-
is, second, approach and grasp, and third, two handed activities. The 
controls of a belowwelbow arm consist of hook or hand operation only. If 
the level of amputation is above~lbow, the prosthetic ar.m is either dual 
or triple ccntrolled. Du.;U control means that two cables control three 
motions; elbow lock, forearm flerlon, and hook or hand operation. Triple 
control means that three cables control these three motions. 
When the controls of the ann have been ~stered, the amputee is 
taugh~ correct approach and grasp of items of different sizes, weights, 
and composi tiona, and then his training is progressed to two handed act-
ivities. With the majority of amputees, the natural arm will assume the 
role of leader and the prosthetic arm will become the assistant. The 
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therapist should keep a list of activities to be performed, which are 
things that the amputee is not necessarily expected to do in daily ill e, 
but which will give him practice in a. variety of activities. 
A bilateral amputee can perform the same activities as the uni-
lateral if be h!ls sufficient pati~ce, persistence, and a strong desire 
to be self sufficient. He should learn to do everything the easiest way 
for him. It is a major feat if thl bilateral amputee can and will dress 
himself, shower, shave and feed 4self vdthout assistance. It is not 
unusual for a bilateral to hold an important job, but when he leaves his 
office and enters his home, he often has an assistant to do everything 
for him. This is attributed to the fact that many amputees do not take 
the time to learn to do the necessary details of daily 1i ving well. He 
should always be alert for shorter methods of doing everything so that 
his prosthesis will become increasi ngly more important to him. For in-
stance, by using a cuff' on his st'I.D1Ip and a long handled brush, he can 
take a shower comfortably. ·with the aid of a button hook he can button 
his own clothes. Grippers can be put on shirts, shorts and trousers • . 
1ti.th a little more time and effort the bilateral can do everything the 
conventional way. 
There is little difference in the prostheses and training for women 
and children and for men. Women usua1ly prefer a good cosmetic appeat'-
anee to function. Whenever possible, a wanan w:Ul choose to wear a plas-
tie hand to a prosthesis beea use its appearance can be disguised more 
easily. Cineplasty is often preferred to a harness operated arm for the 
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same reason. 
Children care little for cosmetic appearance if the prosthesis is 
functional. Their greatest desire is to be able to do the things that 
other children do. A cineplastic ann is often prescribed because shoul-
der and chest expansion are not sufficient for a harness operated ~ 
Congenital amputees must often have some surgery before the question of 
an adequate prosthesis can be brought up. The parents of these children 
often must have psychiatric guidance before they can properly cooperate 
in the rebabili tation of their child. Children in general outgrow their 
prosthetic appliances and must have adjustments and replacements often. 
Truly adequate prostheses have not been made for chilclren;;~ 
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Further Research Needed 
How completery independent is the upper extremity .ampute~ with pre-
.sent pro.sthe~ic devi{les . is atopic one ofte~ hear:s di'Scus.sed today. 
Some. are of the opinion that -with a prosthesis having an interchangeable 
hoo.K,'and hand, 'the ,amputee· ~able to rdo everything, t48,t a person having I 
t.wo .normal hands can do • . The ftiter agrees with this opinion if one is 
·:wil ling to overlook the factors tha.t the uputee IIJUSt overcome in order 
to attain complete independence. 
With tht¥ present devices, the therapist can do no more tl:¥m to teach 
the amputee the controls of the·_ prosthesis. Among the many upper extr-
emity amputees, we find varyj.ng degrees of proficiency, ranging from 
. .. 
little more than cosmetic · e~£ect ~o neex lOO -per cent efficiency. Ind-
ependence is a matter of temperament and the *~tick-to-it• ~ualities of 
the individual amputee • . 1 man with .a ~ooden peg for a leg is able to 
11alk -and to become a good dancer if he .sticks to the task long enough. 
The cave man ·wd tlle pioneer were self .sufficient and ind~pendent when 
they put enough effort into the task of procuring the necessary food ·and 
shelter. Is thU:I independe~ce? The ansWSl' is ·yes; but at -what price 
independence. Our civilisation de~~s the greatest independence ~th 
the least expended eff"ort. Wi.th this in mind, one must ~ay that the 
upper:_ .e?Ctremity .amputee is not independent • 
.. · The pres~nt model hook is not ·:as f'unction.al as the normal hand, 
and the .artificial hand is not as functional as the hook. ObvioU$ly, 
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the gJ.~~ atest need for rese-arch is in the artificial hand. The primary 
objective is to make -an artificial hand that u .as functional as t he hook, 
-and the ultimate obj active is . to make an artif icial band t hat i-s as funct-
ional as the normal hand. The -r:ir.st need is an ~lptroVement .in materials 
to make a hand that weigh$..: less, ~_.at the same _ time, . j;p· more functional 
than the _pi;esent model. (2) There .should be :Some sensory control. Unless 
- ' 
t he hand is cinepl.astically controlled; the amputee must watch every move-
ment made by the hand. (5) __ There should be five ~ticulatmg - finger.s ~ith 
movable, interphalangeal j_oint.s. ( 4 ) The plastic glove .should be improved. 
The present model reacts to stains and tears too easily for general wear. 
Therefore, one must conclude t hat the upper extremity amputee ~ill be 
made completely independent when the artificial hand ·has that quality of 
motion at the wrist that makes it possible to :stir :a cup of coffee; (~ ) the 
sense of touch that enables the blind to -see and to hear; (5) the graceful 
expressions of the norme.l hand that enables the dumb to talk, and the muaic 
conductor to lead; ( 4) the speed of a :stenographer; ( 5) the delicacy of :a 
j ellteler; ( 6 ) .and the power of ·a prize-fighter. 
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Glossary 
Adl1esion--Aonormal union of t wo surfaces 'a~ ·a result of inflammation 
i>..E-Above-elbOlk 
.Amputation-.SUrgical removal of a diseased member, part-, or organ 
.Axillary fold--Pertlri.ning to the -axilla or armpit; junction of the fleshy 
part of the -arm and the axilla 
BE-Below-elbow 
Bilateral-Two. -sides of the body 
Bulbous end-When the circumference of the distal end of the .amputation 
stump is greater than the circun~erBnce of· the rema~g· portion of 
the stump 
. Cinepwty-ll:fter amputation, f"ormation o:f ·muscle on the stump to make 
it possible to impart motion and function to can :artifitial limb 
Congenital .anomaly--.:Anything oocuring during fetal -life or at birth that 
is contrar:y to the general rule :w<hi-eh destroy-S the normal -appearance 
Contra-indication--~n circumstances 'are uni~av~able or against 
Control harness--Harness that is made primarily for the controls of the 
prosthesis 
Conventional prosthesi;s--.A prosthesis n1ade far general use a-..s distin-
guished from a heavy duty or cosmetic prosthesi-s 
Cylinderical. :sb&pe-Jl long, circular stump of unti'orm diameter 
Disuse atrophy--Diminishing in size of a part ·a s a result of degener-
ation of the cell 
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Double wall socket-llhen the .stump end is small or of abnormal proP-
ortions, -the .socket is made with -an outer wall that extends the stump 
length and increases the outside diameter to permit -a gradual taper 
down to the diameter of the wriat unit 
Ductile-Flexible, tractible, capable of being dr.awn. out in t.l:lreads 
or :wire 
Edema-An -abnormal :amount of fluid usually intercellular and distending 
tissue spaces which normally are collapsed 
Election-The ~ct of eliciting the des~ed level; voluntary preference 
Excoriation-Abr~ion of' the epidermus or the ·coating of' any organ of 
the body 
Figure-eight harness--A SU$pension :and control harness that by nature 
of its make-up, resembles the figure eight 
Flexible hinge-A hinge that consists of -spiral.. ·wire housing and an 
inner cable covered by plastic tubing with metu ix12ert strips, 
or a binge made of leather .strips 
Friction turntable~ turntable for the above-~lbow prosthesis located 
just above the elbOlt mechansim. By pulling the terminal device 
toward the midline of the body, the forearm .and elbow .are rotated 
into a posi'&ioa ·of -work in front of the midline .of the body 
Fullum cuff--4 -cuff that encircles the :arm c·o.mpletely above the elbow 
and provides greater :stability for the below ... elbow prosthesis than 
the half arm cuf"f or the triceps pad 
Half -arm cuff--.A cuff that is not -as large ·e;s the full arm cuff but 
larger thin the triceps pad and used chiefly with the rotation or 
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.split socket types of pros,theses 
Insert hinge-A semi-flexible hinge used mainly with medium and .short 
below-elbow amputation prostheses 
Immobilized--A part that is made stationary or immobile 
.Manual fl:'iction rotation unit--Commonly l.~eferred to a.s the "'screw-in" 
:;orist unit. Friction is increased or decreased by tightening or 
loosning the terminal device. 560 degrees of .t.:Jrist rotation is poss-
ible but only moderate t wist loo.ds can be resisted 
Lfu.nua.l lock rotation unit--A ~ist unit having 560 degrees of rotation with 
10 to 15 degrees in bet~een pos;itions; whioh can be loc.tCed in. This 
unit is used Ji'ihen the hook -and hand are to be used interchangea-bly 
because of the relative ease of changing from one to the other .and 
because of its stability against twist loads 
Metacarpal--A bone in the hand 
Metal side j oint--.A rigid, metal joint having either single or double pivot. 
Full forearm flexion is possible· but no pronation and. supination 
Muscle motor--Tunnel formation in t he muscle that constitutes the excursion 
and transmits power to the terminal device 
Myotendonous junction-Junction of the tendon and muscle 
. NUdge control·- · 11. me(:ha.nism .placed on the shoulder sooket_ of the .shoulder 
disarticulation I%'osthesis .which operates the elbow lock &Yld is act-
ivated by. a._ :slight pressure of the band or chin 
Phantom limb--.An_-apparition or ·model of the missing limb 
Plastic laminate-.A . .socket made of laminations of s tockinette and glass 
cloth -and :j.l:l)pre~ted .wit}?. ~esin 
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Pol ycentric elbow -hinge-A rigid ·steel j oint ~rith step-up flexion action 
. - used to increase forearm flexion 
Pros thesis-Replacement ·or a mi$sing part by an ·artificial substitute 
P.ros:t.hetics--The branch of .surgery t hat . treats with -a prosthesis 
Pi-osthetist;_.A ' person: who ·makes pt'ostheses 
SD--Shoulder disarticulation 
Shrug control--When a harness control st rap is pl aced almost ho-L"i zontally 
across the back of t he s houlders .so t hat so that f l exion of both 
s houlders activates t he control cord which transmits power to t he 
terminal device 
Single wall socket-A single wall .socket is about half t he t hickness of a 
double wall socket, ·and is used ::;when the diameter near t he dist a l end 
of' t he s tump is s ufficient to permit a gradual t aper dmm of t he s ocket 
to t he outs i de di ameter of the wri s t unit 
Split socket pros t he sis--A f~e~m socket designed for t he very .short, 
below-elbo• amputation • It conta ins an inner socket made to f it t he 
.st ump 'and an outer s ocket of t he normal lengt h and diameter 
Stat i c muscle contraction--Contraction of a muscle without movement of 
the limb 
Step-up rotation unit--A stump driven rotation unit attached to a socket 
that increases the rem&ining pronation and supination by a ratio. 
of· .2 .5 to 1 
SUspension harness--Harness tl1at is made primarily for -suspension of the 
prosthesis 
Terminal device-The prehensile _
1
tool attached to t he di stal end of t he 
socket ~high is generally a hand or hook 
Trauma-A wound 
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Triceps pad--.A four cornered piece oi' leather that fits over the triceps 
~bove t he elbow that serves as an attachment i'or the hinge and control 
cord ·and stability or the s ocket 
Tunnel pin-A plastic pin which is inserted through the mus cle tunnel to 
which the control cnbles are attached · 
Unilateral-One sided 
